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THE WEEKLY. 
The readers of the WEEKLY are to be congratulated on the 
acquisition to the ranks of its special contributors of Mr. David 
Kirk, who conducts the Mathematical Department, a gentle-
man whose sound sense and practical experience in all kinds of 
educational work are apparent in. what he writes j and Dr. Sam-
uel Willard, . Professor of History in the Central High School of 
Chicago, who this week takes charge ·of a column of "Notes 
and Queries." We are sure these two departments will be found 
attractive and profitable to the majority of our readers, an? we 
believe we have been extremely fortunate in the selection of their 
editors. It may 'be added that there are yet other suggestions of 
our subscribers which we are endeavoring to meet. We are not 
sltisfied with the department called "The School Room," and 
shll;ll be glad to receive special contributions to that department 
from experienced teachers. There is also a call for more simple 
reading matter, suitable to be used in the school-roolU. It would 
be premat}lre now to make any definite announcement in regard 
to that, but it is safe to say that such a department will be placed 
in the charge of a lady of experience and skill, who know~ the 
needs of the school and sympathizes with both teachers and pu-
pils. . 
vying with the lay schools in excellence and the approval of in-
spectors'as the .only means left of retaining to the church a, cori-
trol over the elementary ·schools. And these benefits tei France 
have grown out of what seemed her disastrous prostration at the 
feet of conquering Germany. 
Bishop Doane, of Albany, one of the most able and influen_ 
tial prelates of the Episcopal Church, while urging the estab 
lishment and support of Church schools and colleges, says: 
"We have got (0 accept the fact in lhis country, that large numbers of the 
children will be inslructed in the public schools; unless the ' extravagance of 
our modern school boards, in over-educating children into utter unfitness for, 
and discontent with, their provident'al position and their appointed sphere il:l 
life, reacts into an overthrow. of the whole system. And the public schools 
must be, and ought to be, absolutely secular. The thin veneer of so-called 
religion laid 0 11 the system, by the casual reading of half a chapter of the 
Bible, only deludes people into an easy excuse for neglecting their duties, 
about the religious training of the young. We cannot undertake to compete 
with common schools, by parochial schools. The great majority of A.merican 
children must be educated in the public schools." 
In the main, we agree with the Bishop. The public schools ' _ 
must and will be the educators of the nation. Whether there be 
. "over education" or not depends upon its quality. A wretched 
smattering of the "ologies" and ornamental branches can ac-
complish little but to make pupils discontented with the places 
they must fill, without fitting them to do anything better. But 
when it is practicable to give thorough instruction in the higher 
branches, we fail to see the force of the argument. 
As to the use of the ·Bible as a mere formal exercise in reading, 
we have always held it to be a pious fancy; allowable where it is . 
desired, but productive of no substantial benefit. ' At the same 
time, we believe that it should be retained as a basis ~f moral in-
struction; and that certain 'portions of it, such as the Ten Com-
mandments, the Lord's Prayer, and the Sermon on the MouDt" 
should be made familiar to all pupils. The Bible IS used as a . 
sanction to oaths in the courts, and all citizens should be educat-
ed to reverence it. The schools should not undertake, ·of course, 
to' expound its theology. 
TOO HIGHLY EDUCA, TEp. 
In France the reestablishment of the republic among able ad-
verse parties of monarchists, imperialists, ' clericals, etc., called 
out the best efforts of patriots to endeavor to sustain it . M. Wad-
dington (since Premier,) was made Minister of Public Instruction. 
He had a liberal training in England, where the principle of 
universal education-alike for all-has taken deep hold since the 
first World's Fair. He felt that the permanence of a republic 
depends upon the training of those who are to vote j and that 
the key of tl,le whole position is the Primary School. In conse-
quence the ingenious philosophy of the French mind under tile 
'best of culture has been applied to investigate their condition 
and needs j and great improvements have been introduced with 
out making ,violent changes. The denominational sc:;hools are 
IN a December number of the London T't'mes'''A Disappointed ' Mother" enters the complaint against the great school~ er' 
England, that her two sons, sent to them in compliance with her 
husband's will, after due preparation and exami~ation, cannot 
obtam the situations on which their and her livelihood DOW de- . 
pend, because they are not sufficiently versed in the commqn 
branches. They have lost at the . great schools what they had at-
tained before. They are now 20 .and 22. 
"A Parent" tells in a later number of the same paper- of a: 
similar experience. After sending 'two boys for three years to 
endowed schools, too wealthy to care for <;omplaints, at a cost of 
$800 to $900 yearly, the elder came home un~ble to spell ot:: even ' 
to ~rite legibly., The younger had:been well taught by a ' gov-
e.rness, but came from the great school as ignorant as his' brother 
i.n the every-day . branches, including arithmetie. ' They h,ad '" 
learned :Latin and Greek exclusively and weIl,_and 'Welle healthy 
. ".' 
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and happy. The principals are spoken of as highminded, hon- ' 
orable men, but "the system calls for inspection; it leads to dis-
appointment and to wasted lives." 
, GIVE US ll.fORE ESPRJT DU CORPS. 
ONE would think that of all classes in the community, teach-ers would be the first to sustain their papers. Yet, we ven-
ture to assert that there is no other learned professIOn that to·day 
is doing so little for the maintenance of its periodical literature. 
- ' This may be in part due to the fact that the teacher's profession 
demands such a wide scope of reading and such a ' many-sided 
culture, that there is little time and money left for journals that 
are devoted more especially to the interests of our schools. The 
same may be said. however, of all the other professions, in a de-
gree. They all demand extensive readip..g and varied informa-
tion, and all who excel in them must find time for this. 
Making all due allowance for the requirements of modern 
learning, we still fe,el that teachers,as a class, are behind the age 
in attention to the details of their profession and in the use of 
, means provided by the press for promoting their success. We 
a~count for this apparent indifference, in part, from the lack of 
espn'f du corps among us. We have hardly yet crystallized, as a 
profession ,. except in the great centers. The ' mass of teachers 
, do not realize that they belong to a profession, among the most 
honored, useful, and influential on tl1e face of the earth. A 
great many teachers do not really belong to it. They are only 
., hangers-on, camp followers, as it were, "hired" for a term or 
, two, with no intention of making a business of their work, and 
rising in it to a high degree of excellence and success. Of course, 
they have no interest in anythin~ beyond the perfunctory per-
formance of their duties, and the drawing of their salary. We 
do not expect much from them, and we are never disappointed. 
But there are a great many teachers, a large majority, we be-
lteve, who are ambitious ' and conscientious, who seek to excel, 
and are always'on the alert to learn something that will enable 
them to do their work better. It is to their class that we look 
fer encouragement in our work; and we believe that such teach-
, 'ers will readily perceive the immense impartance of building up 
'h~re in the West an Educational Journal that shall guard their in-
terests and bring them into closer relations, while it keeps them 
informed of the latest and best methods of attaining the results 
that they are striving to reach. We want ten thousand more 
su~h teachers .on our subscription list. ' 
AN IRISH STE W. 
A' NENT the visit of Mr. Parnell, as a matter of historical and geographical knowledge, a brief review of the industrial his-
tory of Ireland may not be out of place., It is a delusion of Irish 
orators that, Ireland was destroyed on the battle field. On the 
, con~rary the score is pretty even in that respect. 
, , Ireland was invaded at the instance of Henry II. to punish her 
people for not being good Roman Catholics: The first was a 
,filibustering expedition under an enterprising youth named 
Strongbow. She was conquered pretty effectually by' Elizabeth; 
massacred by Cromwell; conquered again by William III., and 
i industrially. killed by his parliament. The last two wars she got 
into through her wretched loyalty to the' crown of England and 
the h'ouse of Stuart. 
Aftel' e~ch conquest a great portion of the land was confistated 
and divided among ' the successful soldiery and friends of the 
,. monarch, s6tha,t in 'the time oC: William III. no Irish Catholic 
" , 
, . 
could own real estate, or personal property which his Protestant 
neighbor offered to purchase at the latter's prices. Catholics 
were at this time deprived of their civil rights, which were not 
restored entirely until 1832. 
So much for the political history. In regard to religion, a 
priest was a felon ipso facto and celebrating mass, a crime. The 
living in Ireland of a member of a religious order was an indict-
able offense until quite recently, and the people, until its dis-, 
establishment, had to S'upport a Church to which the great ma-
jority of them did not belong: Sending a youth out of the coun-
try to have him educated would deprive him of his civil rights 
and property, and for a time the le:J.ding import trade was that 
of smuggling in wine, brandy, and scholars. Industrially, Ireland 
was checked as follows: In 1663 the colonial policy was adopt-
ed of compelling all raw material to be sent from her dependen-
cies to England, worked up there, and then reshipped as manu-
factured goods to the colonies, This finally led to our revolu-
tionary war. Other nations retaliated, and Ireland being neither 
a nation nor a colony was shut out from all the commercial 
world but England. Earlier than this the exportation of live 
cattle was prohibited from Ireland to England. Then the Irish 
fell back on sheep-raising and the manufacture of woolen goods. ' 
In 1699 the exportation of woolen goods to England was prohib-
ited, but the exportation of English woolen goods to Ireland was 
encouraged by a duty so small that the English stocking makers ' 
could undersell the Irish in their own markets. But the Irish 
went to France and succeeded in underselling the English in the 
markets of the world . 
In 1739, on account of the superior quality of Irish wool and 
the advantage it was to France and Germany, a law was passed 
prohibiting the export of yarn or worsted from Ireland to any 
country but England. But it kept going just the same by smug-
glers, and the Irish took their pay in wine and brandy, and w.ere • 
always happy if not rich. 
To kill Irish commerce the importation of ship·building ma-
terials from the colonies was forbidden as wa, the exportation of 
any artiole but "servants, vituals, and salt," and also the bringing 
, back of a 'car go, unle:as the same was unloaded in England and re-
shippea to the sister isle., The importation of anything used in • 
,manufacturing, eSpecially dye stuffs, was absolutely prohibited. 
Is it a wonder that Irish trade and <;ommerce did not flourish? 
As to the land. There are four provinces in Ireland-Munster, 
Leinster, Connallght, and Ulster. Ulster was "planted" by 
Presbyterians in the! reign of James I., much as Virginia was 
pla,nted by Anglicans. A peculiar privilege was given them in 
what became known as tenant right; that is, ' the right of con-
tinuous occupancy of their holdings. , In the course of time this 
right came to have a market value frequently equal to the fee 
simple of the landlord. A tenant could not he dispossessed even 
if he did not pay his rent until the landlord had settled with 
him for his tenant right. Ulster was "planted;" Leinster and 
Munster were unplanted; that is, the native Catholic population 
dispossessed of the land and the fee in it 'given to English who 
would not live in it u'nder any circumstan'ces. And they were 
right, for the dispossessed Irish gentry took lodging in the ron~ly 
glens and mountains, and under the name of "rapparees," made 
it uncomfortable for their successors of English extraction who 
happened to be out late. The fact that the priest was proscribed 
gave law-breaking the sanctity of religion. His religious cer-
emonies were the gr~atest crime in the eye, of the Jaw, and, very 
naturally, killing a tithe-proctor or an intruding an~ cruel land-
· , 
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lord came to be almost a religious duty among the Catholic 
Irish. In Ireland it is heroic to be a law-hreaker, it is glorious to 
be hanged; but it is inexpressibly mean to tell of a criminal. 
- This feeling of the Irish-it is with them in Ari1erica-has saved 
many a neck for which the gallows was aching. Curran's de-
scription of an informer -gets point from this circumstance: 
"Buried a man, left till his soul had time to fester and rot, and 
then dug up 'a witness;" and the people, as he entered the court, 
"drawing back from him in the undissembled homage 'of defer-
ential horror." 
\ The remlining province was "transplanted;" that is, the 
Catholics of Munster and Leinster, as far as they could be caught 
at the beginning of the penal times, were sent to this province 
-a sort 0f reservation for the wild Irish. A)l this happened 
not because the Irish were finally whipped; for they were not. 
Sarsfield's army marched out of Limerick under arms, with bands, 
playing and colors fjying; but because the treaty of Limerick 
was broken by the parliament of William. 
Out of all these circumstances there grew a peculiar system of 
l~nd tenure called tenancy at will. There were leases, mostly 
for 21 years, or for "three lives" at first, but gradually this sys-
tem was discontinued by the landlords, and land is held at the 
will of the landlord or his agent. There are many good land-
lords, as there were man,y good masters in the South, but the 
power to turn people out of their houses without legal process 
and to seize -the crop before it is harvested and take it for the 
rent, is as dangerous as the power to flog negroes was before the 
war. This system is a check on enterprise; it discourages men 
from improving their land, for all improvements are liable to be 
confiscated in a rll;ising of the rent. With no manufacturers to 
speak of, the Irish have to send away their produce to pay rent, 
taxes; salaries,. pensions, etc., etc., and in the course of time the 
land becomes depleted. The poorer classes never had much 
more than Sir Walter Raleigh's equivo~al gift, the potato, and 
when that fails they are 'in a bad fix. If it hadn't failed in J 845-
6-7-8, and its 'failure caused the consumption of £94 of a small 
farmer's savings which he expected to make £ 100 and portion off 
a daughter -therewith, the WEEKLY wouldn't have any shillelah 
editor, and if it hadn't failed these two seasons past, Mr. Parnell 
would,n't probably have visited the United States. His visit has 
a double purpose. To ccollet for present suffering and to 
'bring about reforms in land tenure so that the tillers of the soil, 
'by means of a loan from 'the government and a portion of the fund 
from the disestablished church may buyout the landlords, paying 
in installments covering a term of 35 years/and then owning the 
land they till, a~ do all the people in Europ~ except the subjects 
of Her Maje~ty, Victoria. 
Ireland was left the ' linen trade. W~1y? Because England 
,couldn't take it away. It ·is easier to work up wool than to work 
up flax., English manufacturers tried to compete with Ulster in 
, this industry but could not qjlitesucceed. However, parli'ame-nt 
at one time prohibited the: exportation of sail-cloth and colored 
linens from Ireland. That is, the Irish could make linen but 
h;Ld to send it to England to be dyed. This drove 30,000 Pres-
byterians from Ulster to the colonies of North America just be-
fore the Revolutionary War. The English colonists wanted a 
redress of grievances, but the ' Irish wanted ren&eance. "The 
treasured wrongs of fifty years" made good amunition from 
Bunker Hil,L 'to Yorktown. None of them were tories; eleven 
out of ' the fifty-six oT ~he signers of the Declaration of Inde- ' 
"pendence we!~ Irish. 
The poplin indust'ry was introduced into Dublin by a French 
Huguenot in 1693. It flourished amazingly till the ~xportation 
of woolen goods, or goods mixed with wool, was prohibited. 
Then it -languished. But when Grattan and his 100,000 Protes-
tant volunteers wrested Irish independence and a removal of 
restrictions on commerce in 1782, it revived again, and 
in the eighteen years before the Union, Ireland doubled in popu-
lation and quintupled in wealth. As 50,000 Swiss were about to 
come to Dublin to engage in the silk ' and poplin manufacture" 
the act of Union was consumIl,lated by the bribery of Castle-
reigh, differential duties were restored, the silk looms of Dublin 
stood still, for Ireland politically and indmtrially was a corpse. 
Dublin retained a shred of her poplin business, Belfast retains 
her linen, Limerick her treaty-stone and fish-hooks, -Cork her 
whisky and orators, and the rest of the country potatoes and 
sour milk for the pigs, and potatoes and salt for the people. No . 
potatoes no pigs, no pigs no money to pay the rent. A lease 
needs a government stamp, but no stamp is needed on a notice 
to quit. Au interested observer at the Paris exposition of 1867 
could see no product of Irish manufacture, but some bog-oak 
\ jewelry and a rug bearing the legend cead millejailtllC (a hun,dred 
thousand welcomes). These were Ireland's contributions to the 
world's great show-the one a pre-historic relic, and the other a 
household article for the world to wipe its feet on! \ . 
Parnell is half Irish, half Yankee; he is the grandson of Com-
modore Stewart, "Old Ironsides." Let America give him a 
cead mille failtlte in cash. 
(The above expression is pronounced, as nearly as 'can be indi-
cated, Keedlt nlfClya fahltha.) 
IF MUSIC, WHY NOT ELOCU'IION7 
PROF. S. S. HAMILL;. Chicago. 
FOR ye~rs vocal music l~as been regularly taught in all our city', 
- pubhc schools. SkIllful teachers have been employed, 
time has been given t6 the study, and hundreds of thousands of . 
dollars have been annually expended that our children might " 
learn to sing. All this is right and proper, and only in rare cases.' 
has it been questioned. 
Music is a most desirable accomplishment. It elevates the 
moral nature, cultivates the aesthetic taste, refines the manners, 
strer.gthens the voice, expands the chest, and exercises all the 
physical powers. Our children should be taught to sing. 
Bllt if it is important that our children be taught to sing, is -it 
I , 
110t equally important that they be taught to read ~nd speak, and 
converse properly? Is singing so much more desirable than 
,elocution? Is it as important in the daily duti~s of ordinary or 
professional life? Does the study of music cultivate any powers 
intellectual, moral,aesthetic, 'or physical that the study of .elo-
cution does not? 
Let us briefly compare th~ advantages to be derived 'from the 
'study of music and elocution. First, let us consider them as ac-
complishments. Is the ability to sing words with set notes 'so 
much more desi~able th3:11 the ability to read those words with 
appropriate modulation? The one is largely mechanical and 
i{l1itative, the other intellectual and originative. In singing, ~he 
tune is composed by one personand·sungfuy another; in r~ading, 
the modulation of the v9ice which corresponds to the composi-
tion of the tune must be originated by the reader himself, arid 
~hat too 'whiie engaged in tq.e mechanical .'act of vocalizing~, 
Rarely does tae m~sical ~omposer '~nd t~e acc9mpl~'sh~d ;i-iger 
- ~ 
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exist in the same person. The modulation and the execution 
must exist in the same person. Modulation in elocution cannot 
be definitely indicated to the eye and then accurately followed. 
Musical composition can. 
But as an 'accomplishment for the entertainment of others is 
music more desirable than reading? This will depend largely 
upon the taste of those , to be entertained. Some would prefer 
music, others reading. It may be justly questioned whether in 
the family circle the daughter will,better entertain the household 
with her music than will the son with his reading from the poets. 
In the social circle the taste is just now in favor of reading. No 
social gathering is complete without a reading or recitation. , 
, Upon the stage Pinafore has not been more popular than Joshua 
Whitcomb, or Kellogg-Patti's Bohemian Girl-than Booth's 
Hamlet. As an accomplishment the superiority must be deter-
inined by individual taste. 
Let us, second, note their advantages in the daily duties of or-
dinary ~nd professional life. Singing might be ' entirely dis-
pensed with and yet the duties of ordinary life be successfully con-
ducted. Elocution must be employed wherever thought and 
, feeling are expressed. Every utterance in the family circle is an 
illustration or violation of the principles of elocution. The 
proper application of the principles of expression greatly enhance 
the pleasures of the family. The influence of the mother's tones 
upon the children canno.t be estimated. A pleasant voice soothes, 
a haTsh one iritates. Where a mother sings once to a child, she 
converses with it a thousand times. In the family ,circle the ad-
vantages of elocution are far superior to those of music. 
In the social circle also these advantages must be accorded to 
elocution. The voice is employed in conversation a thousand 
fold more than in song. Pure, clear, swett tones, and easy, 
graceful manners give a charm to social life. Here, a~ often in 
professional life, the manner as much as the matter wins. 
In business life, where singing is rarely employed, elocution 
is constantly used. Kindly tones gain friends, win custom, and 
give success. No man is indifferent to "words fitly spoken." 
The modulations of the voice are as important to the tradesman 
and the mechanic as to the professional man. In professional 
life the advantages of music cannot for a moment be compared 
with those of elocution. The lawyer , never uses music but con-
stantlyelocution. Tlle 'statesman andpolltician speak but never 
sing. The duties of the sanctuary demand both music and elo-
cution, but how strangely is the latter neglected. To praise God 
in song the choir must meet regularly and practice carefully; 
every voice must be in tune, no jar or discord must exist there. 
_ But often the melodious notes of the choir 'have scarcely died 
away, before the harsh, hard, discordant tones of the minister 
are lifted in prayer to that same God whose praises have been so 
sweetly sung. Now it is barely possible that the aesthetic taste of 
the Almighty is not limited to praise alone, and that pleasant 
tones in prayer might also be acceptable to hini. A ten thousand 
dollar organ for praise; a cracked voice fOJ prayer anq sermon. 
Such striking contrasts are, at l~ast not complimentary to the 
Lprd; and certainly not pleasing to the people. For the sake of 
the heart the Master may accept both, but he certainly cannot 
adm~re the latter. In many. cases congregations are becoming 
dissatisfied, and some have gone so far as to request the pastor to 
cultiiate his v,oice. 
In the mediGal profession elocution plays no unimportant part. 
The...cheerful, kindly, encouraging tones of the physician often 
heal .quite as rapidly as h~s medicines! The' harsh, rough physi-
cian may be skillful in diagnosis and prognosis, but he does not 
understand ' the art of nursing his patient back to health and 
strength. 
In all the dutie~ of professional life, the advantages of music 
cannot be compared with those of elocution. 
Let us note third, the intellectual advantages of these studies. 
It cannot be claimed that the ordinary study of music affords a 
high degree of mental culture. The songs that are usually sung 
are easily comprehended, the tunes are readily memo~ized. Elo-
cution demands a thorough comprehen'sion of the most difficult 
passages of prose and poetry, a perfect knowledge of the science 
of elocution, and the exercise of the judgment and taste in the 
application of the principles understood to the thought compre-
hended. No 'study pursued either in school or college course 
furnishes a higher mental discipline than the study of elocution. 
It combines the study of both literature and science. The moral 
effect of music can hardly be superior to that of elocution, since 
the study of the latter brings us in contact with the noblest 
thoughts and feelings of the past and present. The modulatipns 
of the voice unfold the harmony of sound and sense and lead to 
the study of the voice of God in nature. They teach us when 
to use thos«:! tones appropriate for the expression of the grand 
and noble and to avoid those only appropriate for the vile and 
debasing. ' In their moral effects music and elocution may be re-
garded as equal. 
In the cultivation of the aesthetic nature the superiority must 
be accorded to elocution. Tunes, as a general ru'le, are fixed, 
modulation is ever varying. Every reading of a selection is, or 
should be, a search for new beauties. , Only the musical com-
poser strives after new combinations. 
The advantages in vocal culture clearry are on the side of elo-
cution. But three essential elements are recognized in musi<;, 
six in elocution. Music cultivates but three qualities of voice; 
elocution, eight. The exercises for vocal culture in elocution are 
more varied and much stronger than those in music. Music does 
not include action, and but little of expression. Elocution de-
mands ease and grace in gesture, power and propriety in expres-
sion. 
As a physical exercise elocution calls into action, more v:igor 
ously than does music, all the muscles and organs. In position, 
gesture, and attitude, the physical powers are often sevel'eiy taxed,. , 
We have thus endeavored to show that the study of music can. 
claim no advantages over elocution, and we repeat the qeestion, 
"If music should be taught in our- public schools, why not elo_ 
cution ?" 
ALPHABET ANALYSIS-A FUNDAMEN'IALNEED. 
I. 
THE manual of Dictee, referred to in the WEEKLY for Jan. IS" p. 365, gives an alphabet analysis which divides all speech-
sounds into six distinct classes. All the sounds in each class are 
produced in the same way; the only difference being in the part 
of the breath passage or the shape of it where the impact of the 
breath flow (in the case of vowels) or its interruption (in the 
case of consonants) occurs. I 
The first lesson for the learner is,that sound is produced by the 
breath rubbi'lg through some crevice so nanow as to make it 
rush or splash like water in waves or motion. Waves and jets of 
water are used as the chief means of illustration of how sound 
~s conveyed, and why sounds differ so infinitely in tone or qual-
lty. 
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There are three ,"doors" in the breath passage through the 
mouth, besides one side door to the nose, and the glottis-door 
in the larynx. The three mutes are produced by shutting one of 
the three mouth-way doors for each respectively; viz.: the lip-
door for p; the tongue-tip·door; for t j and the back-of-tongue 
door for k. To aid voice to these, the glottis-door is ~early 
closed (so that its edge quivers in the breath stream like a corner 
of paper loosened from the glass in a window crack,) and when 
thus "voiced" they become B, D; and G (gay)respectively. The 
mutes are typified on the alphabet by a jet from a hose nozzle, 
entirely stopped by the finger closing the orifice like a close-fitting 
' door or plug.. This stops the movement of breath, and conse-
quently all sound. P has almost no sound. All we can do is to 
close the lips tight and then snap them open, ' (like so many 
sucker fish you wo] ld say if you saw one of our classes exercis-
ing). A little breath puffs out, but it strikes nothing and we 
scarcelY hear it a yard away. When Mr. Pope is introduced to a 
stranger the stranger often hears the name imperfectly, and says, 
"I am glad to know you, Mr. Poe." But Mr. Pope has learned 
to watch the speaker's lips as deaf people do, and he says "Pope,_ 
Sir j my name is Pope." He does not like to be called "Poe" 
so often. 
But when p comes before a vowel, it gives it a sort of smack 
, to start with, that we can hear as far as we can hear the vowd-
nearly a mile \\;hen mother Dinah is 'calling her boy Pete. We 
he.ir more of B-that is of p with "voice" let on at the glottis 
door; because when the breath pushes through that door it rum-
bles in the mouth until the mouth is filled full. Sound ceases 
then because ,no more breath can he compressed into the mouth 
till we open the lip door to let out a vowel. If the vowel is a 
big round one as 0, or a big broad one as ah, and you have a 
good bouncing H behind it the dog or cat will run as if you had 
fired a gun off. 
The mutes t and k have a little more sound than p has when 
taken ,alone, because the breath that puffs out when we open their 
doors for them, strikes against the teeth for t and against the 
tongue and palate for k. , W. G. W. 
TEACHING· 
I, Assign lesson,s by topics, not by pages of the book. Take 
into conside~ation the mental and physical abilities of the class 
and make lessons to correspond. Enliven your school with fre-
quent general exercises in which ' all may join, such as singing, 
gymnastic exercises, utterance of the elementary sounds, repeti-
tion of proverbs and maxims, and concert exercises on the wall 
maps. 
2. Begin every rc!citation with a rlefinite object in view and 
with a matured plan for the accomplishment of that object. 
3: "In giving primary instruction, or lessons, the teacher 
should aim: (I.) To instruct j (2 ,) To drill j (3.) To test. In 
, grades farFher advanc'ed the order should be reversed, the 
objects of the recitation being: (1.) To determine thoroughly 
the pupil's preparation j (2.) To cultivate the power of expre»-
sion j (3.) To explain difficulties and illustrate the subject." 
'4. Make special preparation for the work that you may not be 
confined to the text-book. Add something to the text-book at 
every reCitation if possible. 
5· Avoid doing the ~eciting yourself-that should be the work 
of the class. Do not answer questions if! asking them. 
6. Teach your pupils how to study. Require much .written 
work from all grades and insist on neatness and legibility, 
• I '- ' , 
7. Never tell a pupil anything that he can learn without aid. 
Too much help weakens j too little, discourages. 
8. Cultivate natural pleasant tpnes of voice in both yourself 
and your pupils. 
9, In teaching reading, especially in the lower grades, the 
teacher should read every paragraph with the proper' expression 
before requiring it to be read by the pupil. 
10. Do thorough work in reading, spelling, writing, and the 
fundamental rules of arithmetic. 
I I. Every pupil ~ho is able to read in the Second Reader 
should be able to write a plain, legible hand and to properly 
write, fold, and direct a letter. 
I l. The pupils in the Commencing Class and First Grade 
cannot study .their lessons-their work is to imitate what they se~ 
and hear. Their lessons should be heard' in the early part of the 
session and after they have written or printed a portion of the 
next lesson they should be sent out to play if the weather is suit-
able , 
13. Attend to one thing at a time. Do not stop in the midst 
of a 'recitation to reprove a !efractory pupil; nor allow pupils to 
come with words to be pronounced or questions to be answered'. 
while a class is reciting. . 
14· Have declamations, .essays, etc., at least every two weeks. 
IS· "Be earnest and systematic in the preparation of lessons, 
kind and sympathetic in intercourse with pupils, giving them such 
earnest words of judicious praise as cheer and warm the heart.' ': 
16. Strive by every possible means to improve your methods' 
cf teaching. Attend the Normal Institute and the teachers' a,s-
sociations j read books on teaching and take some ,good ~chool 
joUl nal. The car of Progress is moving and nothing short of 
hard work will keep you abreast of the times . ...:.-.Supt. Z. T. Hawk, 
Iowa. 
TAE A$PECIS OF THE TEACHING PRO.,fESSION;* .' 
PROF. W. H. PAYNE, University of Michigan. 
WE aspire to professional ' recognition, yet are half conscious that we are not entitled to it. The world outside will 
recognize our professional claims when we ,have fully deserv~d 
them. Let it be our purpose to discover the marks that distin-
guish a "professio'n" from a "calling," that we may properly 
estimate our 'resources and needs. Let us know both our limita-
tions and our possibilities, that we may know what to,do and 
what to leave unattempted. A profession. is a body of men hedg-
ed about with rights, privileges, and prerogatives, denied to 
others. The three learned professions, law, medicine, and the-
ology, do not owe their origin to self· assumption, nor are they -
the outgrowths of caste, but are exponents of the reverence ·that 
is instinctively' felt for superior wisdom, skill, and ~or.tn. The . 
trades require a trained hand, and the professions a trained mind~ 
In the ,first" muscular dexterity is at a premium, ~hile in tae see-
ond, mental acumen is the condition 01 success. 
In this country the conditions for memb'~rship in the teaching " 
class are fixed by law, and admittaace is guarded by for.mal eX!-
aminations. In .this we have seemingly one ' of th~ .Jjillirks that 
disting:uish a profession from a "calling." But what is the test 
for admis-sion? That kind and amount of- knowledg,e possesSed 
by every intelligent and modera'te1y educated man aad woman. 
This test, then, is f~rmal and not real j ' our defenses are shadd~ 
and npt substance. 'Descl'imination is based on the ' idea that-
fitn.ess to teach:is Ii. certain amount of g~ner.al kn~wledg-e. If-
-Abstract of a Pa~r read before the State 'l'eacheis' AliDCiatioD; D I!c. ,I, .1790 
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the possession of ordinary knowledge is the test of fitness to 
teach, then there is no real ground in law for recognizing teach-
ing as a profession. 
Of the two kinds of human employment, severally involving 
the resources of the hand and of the head, teaching unmistaka-
bly belongs to the second. It is an intellectual 'occupation, and 
it further belongs to that restricted rank in which rational prac-
tice demands a large body of peculiar knowledge and the use of 
the highest faculties of the mind. 
Three conditions are required for a typical profession: I, the 
art must involve the conservation of human interests of the first 
order; 2, the proper conservation of thes~ interests must involve 
the exercise of extraordinary skill; 3, the possession of a pecu~ 
liar_ body of knowledge~ scientific, and difficult to attain. 
The art of teaching certainly fulfills two of these conditions. 
It holds in its keeping the highest of human interests, and de-
mands for the full attainment of its ends, the exercise of the. 
highest skill. As yet teaching is an art without an explicit science. 
The science exists, but its existence is not acknowledged nor 
even suspected by the great body of teachers; still less is this 
science generally cultivated, expounded, and explicitly taught. 
A most discouraging circumstance is the skepticism and indiffer-
cmce amqng prominent teachers as to the existence and value of 
educational science. The erection of a chair of pedagogy in the 
University marks an era in the history of education in this coun-
try and gives to every real . teacher new hopes and a new inspira-
tion. 
Finally, if it be asked whether teaching can ever be a profes-
sion in the strict and limited sense in which law and medicine 
are professions, I unhesitatingly answer, no. Fitness for teach-
' ing involves two distinct factors: I, general scholarship or lit-
erary culture; 2, a body of special knowledge accompanied by 
technical skill. So far as general knowledge goes, every well ed-
ucated man and woman has practical qualifications for teaching. 
There is one element of truth in the popular belief that scholar-
sh'ip is synonymous with teaching aoility. If, however, admis· 
sion to our calling were conditioned on the general poss·ession of 
that special knowledge which constitutes the science of teaching, 
then-it would_ be a profession in the best sense of the term. 
THE 'SCHOOL-ROQM. 
CAN A CONSONANT BE SOUNDED WITHOUT A VOWEL? 
, 
SUPT. N. A. CALKINS, New York. 
A VALUABLE work for teachers has just been-published, "Education as a Science, by Alexander Bain, LL. D." It contains much excellent 
and practical information relative to the subjects and methods of instruction; 
but on~ statement pertaining to the mode of learning to read evidently is not 
the result of personal acquaintance with teaching reading in its elementary 
stage, nor of careful investigation as to the results of extensive practical ex-
perience of others. 
1}le most successful ' teachers in the United Stares do not agree with the, 
theory of Prof. Bain,- as stated in 'his recent work. Possibly the language 
used in hi,s new book does not express the idea which he intended to convey 
to his readers. The following words are. from his book: 
"Now commences the difficulty-how to deal with word&. · As these are 
',made up of letters, it seems natural to jump from the sounds of the letters to 
the sounds of their combinations; after knowing p, u, t, the child may be ex-
pected, on seeing 'put,' to pronounce it accordingly. This might be the case if 
!.he letters separately could be sounded exactly as they are in combination, 
-which is true of the vowels (allowance being made for our irregular spelling), 
b~t not of the consonants, as we cannot pronounce a consonant without a vowel, 
ml)re especially the abrupter consonaats p, t, k, 0,· d, etc. The liquids, I, m, 
n, 1', and the sibila~ts, art prtJnounaable without c01tsOlZants " but in giving 
them names, we still use a particular vowel, em, ar, tss." 
What does this statement mean-"The liquids, I, m, n, 1', and the sibilants, 
s, sh, and z, art p ronounceable without COlZsOltanls"-when these letters are 
themselves classed as consonants? Besides, the letters f, v , t, d, p, b, and k, 
are just as pronounceable as are I, 1Jt , nr etc. 
Letters represent sounds of the human voice tbat are heard in speech. The 
letters are commonly divided into vowels and consonants. The sounds may be 
arranged or classed in three gr. ups. These groups have each received sev-
eral names, from different writel1', to distinguish one cla~s of sounds from the 
others. The names by which the same group is called are given under ~ach 
other below: 
Full-voiced sounds. 
Vocals. 
Vocals. 
Tonics. 
Vowels. 
Whisperd sotmds. 
Aspirants. 
Surds. 
Atonics. 
Inter1'ttpttd voice sounds. 
Sub-vocals. 
Sonants': 
Sub tonics. 
Voice art£CulatioJtS. 
Breath articulatio11S. 
The vowtis, so called, a, t, i, 0, tt, with the several sounds of each, belong 
to the group of jull,voiced sotmds. The C01tS~lZallts are divided into two 
.classes; b, d, g, j , I , 111 , n , 1', v , w, y, z, belong to the group of interrupted 
voice sounds. The consonants, c,f, h, k ,p, s, t, x , belong to the group of whis-
ptnd sounds. 
All the sounds of each group can bt ./ully madt alo;ze-i. e. , all the sound 
that sould be given to each letter in its combinati.on with other letters can be 
uttered as distinctly and completely alone as It can be by the help of a vowel. 
This fact is provable by tpe utterances of thousands of children, and' the ex-
perience of all teachers who know the sounds of the English language. Were 
this fact otherwise, there could I:e no system of Phonogmphy / and .no system 
of Visible Sptech, whicb, by the use of physiological letters, cah represent each 
sound tbat is made by the human voice in every language. Bell's system of 
Visible Speech has received the unqualified endorsement of such eminent au-
thorities in phonetiC science as Prof. Haldeman, of Pennsylvania, and of Al-
exander J. ElliS, of England. Of the latter, Prof. Whitney, of Yale College, 
says : "Hardly any other English writer upon such them~s, if any, has won 
so high a reputation as Mr. Ellis." 
If all the sounds of the language could not be fully uttered separately, there. 
cound be no use for any kind of phonetic alphabet, nor of Dr. Leigh's system 
of pronouncing orthography. 
I am aware that Prof. Rain's statement relative to sounding a cons6nant 
without a vowel is in harmony with Goold Brown, ~ the follow!ng definition 
is given in his "Grammar of English Grammars :" 
"A consonant i;; a letter which 'cannot be perfectly uttered till joined to a 
vowel." 
It may also be considered as in harmony with the spirit of that absurd law 
.in England, which asserts that while a child may be named simply A Brown, . 
E Clark, I White, yet· to name a child B Jones, S Brown, F Smith, or with 
any single letter not a vowel, is in effect not to name the child at all. 
But the statements of the English law, and Goold Brown, and Professor 
Bain, ,:-ombined, cannot change the fact, that in speaking the English lan-
guage more than forty different and distinct sounds are made by the human 
voice; nor the fact that each of these sounds can be represented alone to the 
human eye; nor the fact that each can be uttered singly by the organs of 
speech; nor the fact that they are so uttered by thollSands of persons every 
day. 
However, it appears from the following statements, made by men of the 
highest authority, upon matters p~rtaining to the elements of the English lan-
guage, that ·Peof. Bain and Goold Brown are not sustained in their stateme!1ts 
relative to the sounding of consonants. 
Max MUller, in his "Science of Language," says : 
"We are told the consonants cannot be articulated except. with the assistance 
of vowels. If this were so, such letters as s,.f, 1', cou1d not be classed as con-
. sonants,./or thtre is ItO difftculty in pronouncing thest without the assistalue 0./ 
. a vOIPel." 
Dr. James Rush, in his "PJ.il,osophy of the Human Voice," asks the perti-
·nent question-"Had he an ear who said, 'A consonant cannot be pronounce!! 
without the help of a vowel ?' " 
Prof. Bell, the author of ."Visible Speech," says in his "Principles of 
Speech" : 
.\ 
. , 
r • 
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"In the common analysis ot speech, its elements have been divided i~t6 two 
classes, called vowels and consonants, The former class is said to contain' those 
elementary sounds which are capable of being uttered alone; and the latter 
those which are incapable of being pronounced without the aid of a vowel. 
This is iI/correct __ for not only the vowels, Imt all th, consonants may be per-
f eclly soul/ded alone." 
Pcor. Wilitney, of Yale College, pre;ents the currect view of this matter in 
his "Linguis~ic Studies," while treating of the "Elements of English Pronun-
ciation," He savs: 
"The terms vowel and consonant themselves have significance only in their 
relation to the syllable. COllSoltant means 'sounding along with.' By this is 
not at all intended tint a consonant cannot be uttered except with a vowel; 
every consonallt can be so ulte,·ed." 
Consonants not only can be perfectly sounded alone, but their sounds can 
be most easily taught by sounding them thus; and afterwards uttering them 
with other consonants, an~ in combination with vowels, furnish the best aids 
to correct pronunciation.-New York Sci tool J olt1'ltal. 
MATHEMATICAL DEPARTMENT. 
The Mathematical Department wHl .be devoted to the elucidation of principles rather than 
to the solution of curious problems. Questions in trans~endental analysis, being beyond the 
range and requirements of the majoflty of students and teachers, wm not be disclIssed, ex· 
cet~i~~~~i~~l~ro'ns for this departmcnt should be sent to DAVID KIRK, Jackson, Minn. 
A RULE FOR COMPUTING IMTEREST. 
The rules for computing interest given in the .text-books are 
sufficient for the needs of· most persons, and those having occa-
sion to find interest will select from them the rule best ad\ipted 
to the example in hand, or they will use a process of their own, 
provided they possess sufficient knowledge of arithmetic. There 
are many .persons, however, who barely knmv the fundamental 
operations of arithmetic, that would be greatly aided in business 
calculations if they could employ a rule for interest involving 
only the "four rules." 
The following rule is recommended: Multiply the prindpai 
by the number of days in the entire time, considering 30 days a 
month, and 360 days a year, (as is usual in interest rules) : Mul-
, tiply this product by the number 'expressing the 'rate per cent. 
Divide ~his product by 36, and from the nght of the result point 
off 5 places. The dollars wlll be found at the left of t~e point. 
This rule is 'always correct, and it· involves no fractions except 
when the rate is fraciional, as 3.% per cent. Fractional rates are 
not common, however. A remark is necessary in explanation of 
the pointing off. If the principal contains cents; follow the rule; 
but if the principal contains dollars alone, point off Illree places 
from the final result. The f.)llowing problem and solution will 
make the manner of operation plain: Find interest of $,75.48, for 
I year, 5 moI\th~, and 7 days, at 7 per cent. 
. 375.48 Principal. 
5 ~ 7 No. of days in time. 
262836 
37548 
187740 
19412316 
7 No. expressing rate:percent. 
--,----
37· 7461 7 Interest. , 
Altho.ugh the above rule is, in general', as good as any, it is 
particularly useful to such as have an elementary knowledge of 
arithmetic, and to many others who are always in doubt as to the 
accuracy of their work, being lik~ the school teacher in Minneso-
ta, who, wishing to resist the payment of illegal interest on a 
n0te, gotthree lawyers to cast the' i~terest for hi,m. 
, 
I 
The pointin; off can always be done by inspection, and it is 
only necessary to remember the two multipliCations, and the one 
division. 
Analogous rules are sometimes given, but each applies to a sin-
gle rate per cent only. 
The analysis of our rule will appear from the following: Tak-
ing the formula i=ptr, and substituting, we get 375.48 X-fHX 
.07=37· 75 6+. 
The different denomininations in the factor t must be reduced 
to ,one as in above. We see from the above why we point off 5 
places; two are counted for the cents, two for the decimal indi-
cating the rate, and one for the cipher in the denominator, which, 
for convenience in dividing, is omitted. 
NOTES AND QUERIES. 
T o CORRRSPONDRNT5 :-Make Queries and an!;wers short as pOSSible, and clear. Do not 
write them 011 the same paper with other matters, bllt always on separate slips, and on but 
. one side of the paper. Put but one subject in a query or in an answer. Refer to previous 
queries i.>y number and page. ' EDITOR OP N . AND Q. COLUMN. 
In the department of Notes and Queries we shall present such questions as 
are sent us by our readers, if the discussion of them seems likely to be profit-
able; for, as our space is limited, we must choose among those that come to 
us. There are many unaswerable questions that lIoat into such nooks, and a 
thousand. questions may be asked about solutions of arithmetical puzzles, and 
about how to parse this or that word, the answers to which will not illustrate 
any principle or valuable method. We shall be hospitable, but certain vaga-
bonds may 'not be kindly entertained. We shall be glad to receive answers 
from all who take interest in this c!,rner, as well as questions. 
No. I. None of the Natural. Philosophiu with which I am acquainted tell 
why a hollow cylinder is stronger than a solid one of the same material; why , 
is it so? ' M. R., 'in ED. WEEKLY, No. 133, p. 173. 
ANSWER. Take a smooth-barked rod and bend it until the bark on the 
concave side is wrinkled. Now the bark on the other side is stretched to the. 
point of giving way, while the concave hark is compressed until it cannot keep 
its proper place. But between these two extremes, the center of the rod is 
neither stretched nor compressed; and its material is doing nothing to resist 
the strain which is tending to break the rod. The nearer any part of tqe rod 
is to the center, the less it does to resist the strain; and the farther any ma-
terial is from the center, the more resistance it gives. Hence, to resist a 
bending strain, the material is best placed i~ a hollow or tubular form, with ~o 
suQ.stance in the center, and as much as possibie at a dista~ce from it. If the 
resistance must be to strains liable to come in any direction, the cylmdrical "-
form is most economical; but when the strain comes in one direction ol}ly, as 
in a bridge, the rectangular form is better, the main strength being thrown in-
. to the sides. DR. WILLARD. '_ 
NO.2. What is the cause of the periodic rise and fall of the waters ~f the~ .... 
numerous small lakes in Southern Michigan? ' The period is about seven years . 
the inhabitants say. F . G. M .• in ED. WEEKLY, No. 12.7. p. ' 73. 
ANSWER. Accurate observ~tions of the phenomen~n for a period of ~o 
years or a century will be needed to establish the alleged f(ct, to begin ~th ; 
then comparison with meteorological records will 'doubtless reve~ the cauie~ 
DR. WILLARD. 
, NO.3. Will not the spelling reform, if sUl;cessful, gr~atly injure the study. ,,-' 
of etymology, by rna_king it very difficult, if not often lmpossible, to run Qe- ' 
rivatives back to their primitives) Ifso, would it .not certainIygreatly ipjure ' 
our knowledge 'of tlie primary signification of words? 
F . G. M., in ED., WEEKLY, No. 133, p. 173. 
ANSWER. The men who are most learned ;in English etymology answer 
"no," v,ery emp'hatic\llly, and say that they are out of patience with the objec- ' 
tion, considering it as repeatedly and fully answered. F. G. M.'s question, in . 
the strong way in which it is stated, must certainly be answered in tlie nega-
tive; if he had asked, "Are there not many words whose etymology will not' 
be so plam in a refonned spelling ?" the answer wOIi~ have been' "yes." Con-
versely. the ety~ology of some words, will be plai~er in the reformed spelling'] 
. ., , D.LW~. 
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THE STATES. 
lLLINOIs.-Professor S. H. Peabody, of the mechanical engineering de-
partment of the State University, has tendered his resignation, and closed his 
connection with the University. He left Feb. 5, for New York, where he 
becomes editor-in-chief of the American Book E xchange. 
Peoria night schools are still well attended, but by the three months limita-
tion rule of the board must close in a short time. 
Principal James of Amboy answers very satisfactorily our question of three 
weeks ago, "whether any of the pupils ever stay out the whole half day so as 
to avoid being tardy." He says, "At first there was a tendency to remain 
absent during the entire session rather than to be tardy, hut our pupils soon 
learned that that would not work well, and at present are putting forth the ef-
fort necessary to prevent tardiness. Occasionally a pupil is reported for ab -
senting himself for the reasons spoken of above, but not more frequently than 
- f?r truancy or other misconduct." Mr. James quotes from the school records 
' to show that with the decrease for several years, of the number of tardinesses, 
there has been a regular increase in the per cent of attendance. 
Virgil A. Pinkley, a former Illinois teacher, is making 'quite a stit in the 
East as an elocutionist and a teacher of the art. 
Morris public schools have four buildings and sixteen teachers. Their cen-
ter building, completed three years ago; is one of the best in the state. 
Grundy county insLitute meets at Morris the first Saturday of every month. 
L. T. Regan presides at prese.nt. 
. Miss Emma C. Piatt, of Illinois University, has entered upon work as as-
sistant principal in the schools at Marengo. 
- The second annual literary. and musical contest between the two state nor-
~ universities of Illinois will be held at Normal, McLean county, Thu~­
day evenin2:, March II. The program will consist of debate, orations, essays, 
Declamations, vocal apd instrumental music. The contestants represent the 
ability of , the two schools, and it is expected that the contest will be closely 
fought. A large attendance is expected and a! rangements will be made for 
the hotel accommodations of those from abroad 
The Industrial University of Champaign has been h:wing quite a littl~' re-
volt among her students on account of some disagreement about the recom-
- mendation of certain of them to the governor for appointment as militia offi-
cers. The faculty. are not likely. to be driven into recommending the unworthy 
, for positions. . ' 
The atfendanc_e at the Ottawa meeting of LaSalle Co. Institute, Jan: 31, 
was remarkably good, !lnd every exercise on the program was presented as 
annou~ced. The next meeting will be hdd at Streator, Feb. 21. 
Mansfield school (Piatt Co.) gave a novel evening entertainment Jan. 30.-
It consisted of black-board and other class . work, and reHected great credit 
upon Prof. Stults and his assistants. 
Pr~ident Hewett 01 Normal -and Prof. White of Peoria are the only Ill-
inois edu.cators named' in the bill now before Congress for the incorporation 
.of the National. ucational Association. The latter has been in attendance 
at most of the meetings for twenty years. 
At Belleflower, McLean county, Feb. 14, 1830, the teachers' institute will 
~etUe the question "Should a teacher court one of his pupils while teaching ?" 
Let the young men of ~he pedagocial profession attend from all parts of the 
ttl state. 
: Peoria city schools will hav~ exercises Friday afternoon, Feb. 20, com-
memorative of Washington's birthday. 
-INDIANA.-A Lafayette paper informs us of important action taken by the 
trustees of Purdue University. A final settlement has been made with the 
_ Purdue admi~istrators, who paid to the University $23,821.94 in money, and 
• transferred a judgment on which the Trustees receIved $5,000, making the 
whole pa!ment $27,821.94. This wasleceived as payment in full of the bal-
ance due on the Purdue donation, and the mortgage; on the Warren County 
f!U"JJl, ~eld by the University was canceled. Though the Trustees were not 
ful,ly satlsfi~d with the discount involved in the settlement, they congratulated 
themselves on the termination of a transaction which for six years had been a 
s?u.rc.e of e,mbarrassment and difficulty. Thi~ settlement enabled the 'Board 
_ to adjust the funds of the University. The Treasurer was. instructed to in. 
'7,est $[3,000 of Abe amount belonging to the endowment fund in United 
States bonds, thus i.ncreasing the invested endowment fund from $325,000 to 
$338:ooo~ ana leaV!n~ $2, I ~6.60 in the treasury for. currellt use. The amount 
~I::! 10 1867, from the sale of the college scrip, was only $212,000. By 
- e g . mal\~ement of Tr.easurer Pierce that haa been Increased over $130,-
000. Several years since M. L. Peirce, Eiq., the Treasurer, presented to 
Purdue University $ 1,000 to construct a green ·house. The structure recently 
erected on the University grounds was built by Mr. Peirce, and his bill for 
$1,000 was approved by the BJard. It was voted to call the green-house 
"The P<!irce Conservato~y." I t is a very neat structure and is a great addi-
tion to the appliances of the University for practical in. truction. 
It was also decided to provide r.Jom; in the l u ge bui lding, known as the 
"boarding-house," for the School of Industrial Art, under Prof. L. S. Thomp-
son, which has out2:T0wn its ac ;ommodations in University Hall. The rooms 
in University Hall, now occupied by Professor Thompson's department, will 
be fitted up for the School of Agriculture, which has made so promising a 
beginning. 
The annual report shows that the University is in a prosperous condition. 
The condition of the new Dc:partment of Agriculture and H orticulture and 
Practical Mechanics g;ave the T rustees special satisfaction. 
Prof. Thompson presented to the Board a beautifully executed bust of ex_ 
President Coffrotb, and the Board voted thank. and ordered the bust to be 
placed in t~e College Chapel in an appropriate position. 
IowA.-The Adair County Normal Institute will be held at Greenfield, 
March 15. This is the first of the season. 
Iowa has 577,353 persons of school age and over 87 per cent of those, or 
504.700, attend schoo!. 
Prof. Calvin, of the University, is lecturing on "Coa!." 
The students of the medical colle2:e at Keokuk gave $63 to a student and 
teacher in the high school who lately lost his three children by scarlet fever. 
The bill for a system of uniform text-books, now before the Legislature, 
provides for a vote by the people to settle the question whether books shall be 
uniform or not, said vote to occur at lhe nex.t October election. 
Prof. Peck, of the Academic department of Wesley,an University has a fine 
normal class this term. -
Some of the energetic, enterprising teachers of Jackson county are prepar-
ing for an educational exhibit at the annual fair of ·the Jack~on county agri-
cultural society next fall. Premiums will be awarded for excellence in school 
work. 
The Davenport Gazdte speaks out strongly for industlial education, and 
wants somebody to "put the elements of · manual training into public schools 
throughout the commonwealth." 
Governor Gear has shown by deed and word that he is a friend of our com-
mon schools. We hope our law-makers will hc:ed his wise suggestions. 
A bill is before the legislature which provides for the establishm!!nt of a 
chair cf dentistry in the medical department of the State University. 
School attendance in Keokuk is marred by much sickness. 
Nashua has 224 pupils in her public schools. 
Rev. T. S. Berry, president or.-Simpson Centenary College, has been dan 
gerously ill, but hopes of his recovery are entertained. 
Speaking of "office holding women," the Dubu'lue Times says that the 
women are not without friends in the Iowa Legislature. "Those who would 
give them the right to hold office without subjecting them to the onerous hur-
dens of citizenship are their true friends." 
Supt. Akers, of Cedar Rapids, lectured before the Cedar County Teachers' 
Association last week. . 
-·Mr. W. It. Smith, formerly an assistant in the Davenport high school, is 
now teaching in the Leadville public schools. 
Co. Supt. N. W. Boyes, of Dubuque, reports the average compensation of 
male teachers in t~at county per month as $50. I 5; of female teachers, $29. \ 2 j . 
total value of school property, $250,000; total number of public schools, I2S, 
of which number 15 are graded; total number of private schools, 23. 
_ The Tipton Adv~rtiser says: "We notice that one of the 'reports' pub-
IIshe~ last week 10 the 'Educational Column' claimed that not a pupil 111 a 
certam school had whispe.red a single whisper during the entire month . We 
don't presu,me to doubt the fact, but-looking back on school days of the past, 
we should lOfer that school must have consisted of two pupils seated so far 
apart that a whisper wouldn' t reach." , 
S~Pt. Spe.er of 'h{arshall county says: "With the permission of the teachers, 
I Will ex.amIDe the 4th and 5th grades, in the schools I visit this winter, in 
t~e spellmg t.hey ~aveya~sed over during the term; in ability to add and mul-
tiply j Will glVe. dictalion ~xercises to test ability to capitalize, to use the less 
difficult marks of punctuatIOn, and to abbreviate correctly. Will read two or 
three paragr~phs ?f some story selected from one of the readers and request 
, that the pupils wnte the substance of it in their own language." , 
~ICHIGAN.:-The Gree~~ille schools enroll 650 pupils, employ 13 teachers 
beSides supenntendent. ~he four . highest positions are held by their own 
./ 
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graduates, all doing good work. The feeling between patrons and school is 
of the most pleasant nature. A good number of foreign pupils in attendance. 
The superintendent conducts a monthly institute, or assigns the duty to some 
other teacher. MUSIC, map.drawing, and language lessons are m.\de special-
ties. The errors in spelling in monthly examinations are all noted, and made 
the basis of a spelling exercise. Bro. Church is a hard worker, deserves, and 
will win success. 
St. Johns is building an addition to Central ·building. The Independent 
speaks very highly of their lyceum. 
Prof. Latta, of Pierson has given up the schools of that place. 
The Mosherville school, U. Ryan teacher, is again in session, having been 
closed on account of diph theria. 
The ·Mason schools will graduate a class of five this year. Supt. Simmons 
is having lectures by home talent on such topics as will be of practical interest. 
The Leslie school is again in session. 
The Crandal school, near Sand L ake, ousted a six-footer of a man, a,nd is 
being easily controlled by a young lady of just 100 pounds avoirdupois. 
The Hanover school ha.s never been in be' ter condition than now. 59 in 
high school, 28 of whom are fureign pupils. 
HMiss Celia D. Satterthwaite, Tec'umseh, and Miss Ida Wilbur, Qaincy, are 
bringing the ability of live «,achers to their work; and anyone who knows 
Prof. Haskins would set him down as a live worker, and sure to succeed. By 
a liberal subscription there has been a sidewalk built to school building. 
E. B. Fa'rfield, Jr., Howell, is making a move in the right direction, viz., 
bringing the schools in his vicinity ;'nto sympathy and harmony' with the 
Howell schools. He proposes through the column. of the Livingston Repub-
lican to discuss such practical questions as need to be talked about for the good 
of rural schools. He has reason to expec t valuable results from such a move· 
ment. 
The Union School Furniture Company, Chicago and Battle Creek, have or· 
.ganiz d as a stock company, with a large increase of capital, and are meeting 
with a de,ervedlv large success in the sales of the Automatic Seat. 
The Gratiot County Teachers' Association, which was held at Ithaca a 
couple of week ; ago, was not largely attended, on account of rainy we.llher 
and bad roads, but Principal Pattengill writes that they had a "tip-top meet-
ing." '1 hI! average attendance was 100. The next meeting will occur the 
last Friday and Saturday in June. 
I t was' announced in this column a few weeks ago that Prof. F . B. M~Clel­
, l~n, principal of the Concord school, had resigned to accept a more lucrative 
position offered him in Burlington, Ia. This wa~ premature. The board of 
education at Concord fearing such a step, on Dec. 29 voted an increase of his 
. salary by $20,;). Prof. McClellan and the three lady teacher. are giving ex-
cellent satisfaction. 
It is announced that a course of lectures on journalism will be presented at 
the University' the first seme;ter of the next college year. 
. There being a general feeling throughout the state that the standard of quali . 
fications required of teachers is far tuo low, the state board of education has 
advisfd that an average of 75 per cent shall be required for obtaming a cer-
tificate of the third grade, 80 for the second grade, and 90 for the first grade, 
and that the spring examination of 1880 'shall be held on Saturday, March 27 . 
' The Livingston County Teachers' Association will meet at Hartland, Fc::b. 
13, 14. E. B. Fairfield, Jr., lectures Friday evening, also Prof. Goss. Rev. 
N. G. Lyons is announced for a "lecture" Saturday evenil1g, Rev. I. W . 
L3.mb for a "speech," and E. B. Fairfield for "Remarks." T 'he institute ex- ' 
ercises promise a profitable and interesting session. 
The public school buildings at Holland burned Tliursday afternoon. They 
were two wooden buildings. Loss, about $I,OJO; insured for $550 in the 
Detroit fire and marine and Scottish Commercial. A fine, new brick ~chool­
house ri;. now being erected. 
WINCONsIN~W!tit~ater Nor1J.lal ScI.ool. We ate informed that never 
during the past dozen years has the State Normal School located in White-
water been in such satisfactory shape as at the present time. This ~epor t 
must be gratifying to t~(; friends of education generally. The old students, 
scattered. from Maine to California ann from Minnesota to Mexico, will be 
pleased . to learn of this condition of things. Pres. J. W. Stearns ' has tbe 
hearty support of his pupils and the cheerful cooperatiqn of all teachers who 
serve the highest interests of the state in this institution. The presc;nt total 
enrollmentis 427. The present term attendance is 319. 182 of this number 
a-re in the NOI:lllal depa~ment. 33'students have withdrawn th~mselves t? 
. teac;h; 17 of that number are ladies. IUs interesting to notice where the 
. graduates are at the present time. We have' space to mention but few. Mary 
De Laney, Margaret E. Conklin, L:C. Wooster. and Ada R . Cooke are at 
present teaching In the Whitewater Normal School. Of the cla~s of 1870, we 
see that four out of the six who graduated are now teaching. One is a minis-
ter, and the head of the class; Samuel R. Alden, is the lawyer. Of the eight 
ladies who graduated in '7T, half have already committed matrimony. Mrs. 
Gentil is teaching in Prairie du Chien. W. E. Anderson is a su.:cessful 
teacher in MIlwaukee public schools. Of the six in the '72 _cla~s, only one , 
was a gentleman and he has the honor of being one of the faculty.ill the River 
-falls N ormal School. In class of '73 we notice that F . P. Fowler is a teacher 
at the Deaf and Dumb Asylum, Oakland, California. The class of '74 is the 
large~t in the history of the school, G. E. Culver is teaching · in Dakota; S. 
B. Lewis i; principal of schools at Clinton; a large number are teaching in 
tbe puhlic schools of Milwaukee. Only one gentlemah graduated ~ '75. The 
unmarred ladies of the class are teaching. Mo, t of the members of the cl~ ss 
of '76 are teachin',l", .three of them in Milwaukee. The class of '77 contained , 
five ladies and three gentlemen. All are teachers at the present time. In the 
class of '78 we see Emma Hendtrson is a missionary to Mexico. The other 
ten are teaching. Of the 57 ladies who have graduated at Whitewater up to 
the time of the issue of the last cat logue, 15 only are reported as being mar· -
ried. Nine persons graduated in 1879; three of the number are now princi- ' 
pals or good graded schools-Horicon, Eikhorn, and Whitewater. , P. 
MINNESOTA.-The faculty of Carleton College have selected a plan for re-
building Willis Hall from the many submitted to them, President Strong will 
spend two or .three weeks canvassi'ng this state.for funds for re.building, .after 
which he will go East to work for the same ob}ect. .Over $1,600 will 'be re-
ceived to cover the loss on the college library. Eight hundred dollars will , 
be immediately expended for books . . 
NEW YORK.-At the recent annual meeti~g ~f the Board olf Regents of t-he 
University of New York. Dr. Woolwortb, who has been the secretary for a 
generation, resigned. He is succeeded by Dr. David Murray. . 
-An old darkey whu was asked if in his _experience prayer was ever an· 
swered, replied; "Well, sah, some pra'ars is ansud and some isn't-'pends 
on w'at you axes fo' . Jest arter de wah, w'en it was mighty hard scratchin' 
fo' de culle.d breddrcn, I 'suved dat w'eneher I pway dt! Lo'd to sen one 0' 
Marse Peyton's fat lurkeys fo' de ole man, dare was no notice took ob de 
partition; but w'en I pway dat he' would sen' de ole man ~o' dt: turkey, de 
matter was 't.cnded to befo' sun up nex' mor.nm' dead sartinl' 
THE WORLD. 
-Indian Commissioner Hayt has been removed in disgrace by Secretary 
Schurz. Inspector Hammond and ex· President Barstow have also made 
confessi'on of corrupt practices in office. ' ' ' 
-Mr. Samuel Smiles ha. received· from -the King of Italy \ valuable 'dec-
oration as a mark of the royal appreciation of his books. Self Help; tran~· 
lated, has been sold in Italy to the nllmber of 50,000 copies. . -
-Senator Burnside's bill, providing that the net proceeds of' public land-
sales and of the Patent Office shall be annually di~tributed ~o the states as an 
educational fund, it is reported in a Wash\ngton telegram, wili be favorably . , 
reported by the committee to which it was referred. . . 
-President F. A. P. Bunard, 'of Clllutnbia College, New Yolrk, \1r6el the 
opening of that College to young womeh on precisely the same terms as ,to 
young men. And this he proposes not as an "experiment,'·' for, as he pre-· 
sents s'atistics to show "in more than half the colleges in the United ·States 
youn~ women are admitted on the sa me terms as young men, and _ allqwed 
the same instructors, in the same iecture.halh, at the same liours." -' 
-Abolit a year ago the Musicill Festival A,sociation of Cincinnati offered a 
prize of $I,oeo 'for the_best Musical Composition by a native born citizen of 
the U~ited States. The Iluthors 'were at liberty to select any subject ·they 
pleased, which should include the chorus and orchestra. Over twenty com-
pcsitions viere offered for competition,"Ilnd, while the terms utterly prevented, 
the identity of the author, there is' intrinsic evidence for believing that all the 
best composers of this country have contributed for the honor of tbe prize. 
The title ef the chosen work is "Scenes from 'Longfellow's Gold'en Legend." 
The name of ·, the author of this composition will not~. accqrding to the 'Condi: 
tions of the prize, be known until the sealed tnvelope containlnlthis name' is 
opened· on ,the ni,ght of ~e performance.\ " 
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CHIqAGO NOTES. 
The teaching of German in the public schools of any city where German is 
taught costs three times as much per pupil as the teaching of any other one 
branch of study. Because it is three times as valuable, of course. 
One of the "bright spots" along the way was a Lunch Party given by Mrs. 
L. D. Ayers to her former assistants in the Sangamon street school last Sat-
urday. It w.as a delightful reunion, 'tis said, and thoroughly enjoyed by tbe 
guests. 
In selecting site. for school buildin2:s corner lots should be chosen as far 
as possible. Better light, better ventilation, a better view and easier access 
are obtained, to say nothing of a large margin in price to be specuiated upon 
by the chairmln of the committee on buildings and grounds. 
One of the horridest suggestions in a large city, with infectious diseases 
raging or possible, islhat of collecting cast·off clothing in ' one district to be 
given 10 the poor of another. Whew! Ugh t Faugh! Ooawough ! New 
clothes or no clothes to the deserving poor! Cliarity 'must necessarily be 
cold, but it need not be threadbare and filthy. 
In a late editorial the disposition of German members of the Chicago school 
board to intimid .. te teachers of English not in favor of "the German" was al-
luded to; but nothing therein was intended to refer to the official action of 
Mr. William Vocke, of the present school board. That gentleman's intentions 
are good and honorable, and when not TClisinformed by interested panies his 
action is as straight as his intentions are honorable. . . • 
The schools of Chicago are becoming quite Hterary. Certain authors are 
stlldied in an exhaustive manner and periodically authors' festivals are held in 
th~m. Bryant. Whittier, and L'lngfellow are the favorites: and the Douglas 
school has led off in the movement. Some school will make a ten-strike by 
going b~cR of our American poets and presenting sele ctions from Byron, 
~urns, nnd Moore. But such would labor under the disadvantage of not be-
I~g ~ble to pr.ocure autograph letters from the subjects of the festivals, to pub-
lish tn the dally p~per>, in connection with the names of the managers of 
the ~i(erary seance. . 
======= 
MISCELLANEOUS FOREIGN NO TES. 
A ~ew tride has sprung up h Paris. Fllrs are the fashi~nable wear this 
wmter, an~ i~ is now a business to hire them out by the day, or even by the 
hour., ThiS mdustry flourishes principally in the quarter of Notre Dame de 
~rette,. which. abounds in bras-series, whe~e ga:nes of chance may be indulged 
ln, and ln lendlDg.shopi where luckle.s gamesters can raise money on their 
apparel at a moment's notice. ~t is so common for a man (or woman) to rush 
fmm the bras·serie to the nearest "lending_shop" and there deposit his (or 
« her) furs ~ security for a trifling loan, that the business of fur-hiring has 
grown qUite naturally out of the practice. The pawnbroker always retains 
pOsses~ion, of the pledge for twenty-four hours at least, and often for weeks 
at a time, and ~hile it is in his hands he does not scruple to lend it out to 
persons in momentary want of finery and not able to indulge themselves oth· 
erw,ise. Thus, trading in a stock not actually hi~ 9wn, he gets a double re-
turn for his 'money, namely, an interest of 33J1 per cent on the original loan, 
apd, the hire of the furs that have been left as security. 
Th~ fa~~us pigeons of St. Mark's, Venice,share th~ perils of that magnifi-
cent pile. These birds are town property, but are riot supported at public ex-
pense. Countess Pol~castro, during her lifetime, always fed the birds at two 
o'clock, and left money to be applied to a continuance of the custom. As 
the clock strikes two, the pigeons swarm to St. Mark's from all parts of the 
. town, and it is one of the sights to go and see them fed, Until lately, it 
w~uld have been thought little less than sacrilege to touch a feather of their 
w~n~,.and th~y knew it so well that they ,would settle on anyone tliey sus. 
p_c_ed of havmg c.orn concealed about him, and never dreamed of moving 
out of the way of people crossing the piazza; but when Venetian men lose 
resJ?Cct. for their Church, Venetian boys ' cannot be expected to retain it for 
th~lr plgeo~s"and.some days ago one was discovered 'carrying off a pigeon, 
eVIdently With a VIew to pie. Had he been promptly corrected there would 
have been little harm; btlt the case cr ne before the la'w courts and it was 
argued and decided that the pigeons had never been legally c~nveyed to the 
town, consequently they were nobodY~5 property, but,50 to speak, wild fowl, 
and that the boy. was only following his natural instincts in catching them, 
and must be acquitted. 
An amusing telephonic incident is recorded as having happened during Mr. 
Gladstone'slate campaigning tour in Scotland. While this ,distinguished 
statesman was addre. sing an immense audience at the Corn E xchange in 
Edinburg, the multitude who wanted to hear him being out of proportion to 
the size of the hall, it was thought advisable to use the telephone, so as to 
send the speaker's word. to another auditorium. Now, the people in the 
other hall, at some distance, heard quite distinctly the introduction of the 
speaker, by L:lrd Roseberry, the cries of "hear, hear," tbe applause of the 
crowd and the crash of the band; then nothing more, save from time to rime, 
an indistinct murmur. Now and then a few broken sentences, apparently ut-
tered by Mr. Gladstone, were distinguishable-then came only unintelligible 
noise. After the meeting was over, why the telephoae would not work, save 
in a disjointed kind of way, was explained. The ex-premier h'lS a peculiar 
affection for his hat, which bit of head-furniture always play. an importan t 
part in the right honorable gentleman's speeches. T his hat is invariably se 
straight before him, brim downward, and on the top are placed his notes, 
which memoranda he shuffles with occasionally during the course of bis 
speech. Unfortunately, the hat was planted right in fron t of ' the telephone 
sound-receiver. O~casionally , when Mr. Gladstone would move tbe hat, his 
voice would reach the instrument and be transmitted. The moral of all tb i~ 
i-, that if public men wish their oratory to be di.tn buted over wide areas, 
they m'lst be c >acned a; to the p ); itLm of the telephon e. ' 
THE TEACHERS' MEETING. 
THE BEST T EACHER'S BEST PLACE. 
Your statement in the WEEKLY that Dr. L eigh had been obliged to teach a 
primary school during the war, because it closed his (Southern) high school, 
brings to my mind some other cases of somewhat p~rallel consequences. You' 
say tbat Dr. Leigh'~ very valu l ble phonic-typ! -method of teaching' reading 
resulted from this accident of a man of ability - a phllo. a pher-applying to 
the task usually left to very old or very young incompetents-that of starting 
little children in letters, which is usually done through wearyings and wor-
ries, and cruel barbarities, even, that infuse an ineradic.lble d isgust against 
all that pertain~ to reading and writing. 
War, wicked and destructive as it is, is not withou t some of the compensa-
tive good that all storms can claim ; and this experience of Dr .. Leigh's is 
one notable instance. 
In a school in Pennsylvania, cODSlstmg of e:ght grades, tbe principal, 
whose salary was $ 130 per month, was obliged per. onally to take the place of 
the teacher of the infant grade, for a day or two. He found that he could 
effect so much more reat good th .. re than in the high school, and, being a 
genuine teacher, he enjoyed the instrucring of these receptive minds so 
much, that, with the approval of the board he continued to teach there, not; 
withstanding some transient outcries about so much pay being expended for 
teaching the very little beginners. 
The plan has been continued for seven years with increasing advantage, 
and is now endorse;! by all. Not only do the children learn reading easily 
and admirably in manner, but they learn to love school, and to be willingly 
and cheerfulty obedient and orderly. They make many other acqu·,i'em.ents, 
• and they attend with a zealous regularity that some 'would think incredible. 
In a room where there are 117 on the roll there are usually over 100 present, 
and up to 113. Teachers strive for places in grades near this as tbey have 
been made the most honorable-the "upper seats." 
NEW BOOKS FOR TEACHERS. 
(Compiled from the Publisher.;' Weekly. ) 
Any book na,ned in t it is list 1IIay be obtained by for1uarding tlte price to the publisher s 
..,/THB EOUCAtlOI!AL W BEKLV. In ordering, please 11Imtion tIlt issue in wltic" t"e name 
qf the book appeared. 
GRAHAI!', A~drew j .,.M.p,. Synopsis of standard phonography ; accompanied byex-
tended .readlDg exerCIses and the "correspondent's list" of word.signs, contracuons, 
phrase-Signs ,prefi xes and affi xes, adap ted to the use of classes . and private students. N ew 
~. '~ . Y., A .. drew ')'. 6raham, [ .880]. ' 239'" p. 12mo . cl., 50 c. 
F.rst .ssued 1860. New and improved ed. 
FROBISHER). E. Acting and oratory ; .designed for public speakers, leache,s, aClors, 
etc. N. Y., <-ollege. qf Oratory and Actlng, 54 E. 21st St" 1879. 4' 5 p. iJ. 8vo: .01. , ' .00_ 
Observ~ttons ~n. acting and oratory, with suggestions and practical advice as to the best 
methods of acqulr1n~ a thoroug~ "",stery of the voice for the stage or lecture-room, means 
of Improvl.DJ{ the VOIC~, and adVIce al.so relative to gesture, emphasi" pitch fl.. rce, etc ., and 
other detaIls; ~ow to ',:,prove the vOice through bodily training, and rules for health, etc.; 
aneChdotes a~d lDfo",:,atloIl abo~t ~e(or.; ,. actres$es, etc" and their methods of study. With 
muc other mfo~uon of a 5lml.lar k lDd, drawn from the author's own experience as a 
teacher of elocuuon of long standmg. 
, 
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THE HOME. 
THE OLD YEARS' GOOD-BYE. 
BY REV. EDWARD D. EATON. 
The old year stands in the church·yard mow, 
Blowing his frosty fingers; 
" 'Tis time I were going long ago," 
He muttered, yH still he lingers. 
White is his beard with the drift of age, 
And white with the wintry weather; 
, He turns his back to the tempest's rage, . 
And his body. bends trembling togtther. 
With bounding step and ' cheek aglow 
Comes a stranger, young and fair; 
Little he cares for the driving snow, 
Or the biting midnight air. 
" Good evening, Old Year!" "Good evening, New; 
I am glad you are come at last; 
Since darkness fell I've been waiting for you, 
And my strength is failing fast. 
'But I could not go till I'd seen you here, 
'And your promise true had heard. 
Pardon an old man's natural fear; 
Bear with his parting .word : 
"Take care of the children! the wide wvrld round, 
I've looked in their faces to-day; 
I've listened to catch each merry sound 
As they shouted and rompe~ at play. 
"They are yours, New Year; I give them to you ;. 
Take the 1) all in your strong young hand; 
A nd I charge you to your trust be true, 
• Be the guardian of Babyland. 
"Cover the hill s with coasting-snow; 
Pave the streams with ~mouthes t ice; 
Heap high the fire in each home as you go; 
Spread thick each generous slice. 
"To the nooks where the earliest flowe~ are found 
Lead the little vnes ' roaming feet; 
Strew vio!ets thick on each tin.y grave: 
\/{here sleep the babies sweet. 
"Show the children the nests whence the birdlings fly ; 
Let them roll in the scented hay; 
Let their kites mount high in the summer sky; 
Give them many a bright nutting day. 
"Make Christmas a time of gladdest glee, 
- When winter ·comes again; 
Load every bough of the Christmas tree 
With jolliest presents then. 
"Go with the little folks to school; 
Keep bright each little mind; 
Hdp them obey the teacher's rule, 
And make the teachers' kind. 
"In Sunday school fill their hearts with love, 
As of Jesus' love they're told; 
Oh, traiu them all for the home above 
Where the years grow nevtr old !" 
The New Year bowed with earnest look; . 
Promised his tender care; 
And the old man's trembling hand he took, 
As they stood a moment there. 
Then the good Old Year was lost in the night, 
But hark! children's vOices clear, 
• f 
In every hdme, with the dawning light, 
"To all a happy NEW YEAR !" -Adva-lce. 
,SCHOOL-ROOM CROWDING-BROWN'S DREAM 
AT the close of a March day, Dr. Toby w.as returning from,hrs round of visits. His patients that day were mostly chil-
dren. Scarlet fever, measles, diphtheria, ophthalmia in various 
forms, had taxed his .skill and touched his sympathies. His way 
lay p~t Brown's and he determined to cal!. He hoped to hear 
Brown's lively comments on the events of the day, and so suc-
ceed in driving away the recollections of the scenes of suffering 
he had witnessed~cenes doubly distressing to him because, he 
believed, in a ~reat measure preventable. 
Contrary to expectation, he found Brown taciturn, sober, blue. 
He rallied him on his gloominess, when Brown exclaimed: 
"Now, Doctor, I know you'll laugh and· tell me to avoid late 
suppers j but the fact is, I have had a dream and cannot shake 
off the impression it has made. It has set me to thinking j" an'd 
Brown thrust his hands into his vest, and gazed steadily at the 
fire in the grate. 
"It wants an hour to dinner, and I have no engagement, so let. 
me hear the wonderful dream,'; ·f'aid the Doctor. Brown seized 
the poker, stirred the fire until it glowed, and thu!? began: 
"It s":ems that I stood before the gate of the Golden City and ' 
knocked for admission; a voice cried out, 'Who's there?' 
'Brown,' said 1. 'Too indefinite j' and the form of St. Peter'ap-
peared above the gate, with a large book in his hand, in w.pich 
he seemed to search. 'Occupation?' he asked. 'Merchant,' I 
replied. 'Brown, merchant j' said the good saint, ·running his '.~ 
finger down the page j 'not here,' and he seemed about to close -
the bonk. 'School trustee/I" added, in a hesitating tone. He ' 
turned again to the boqk. Running his finger down the page, he 
said, 'Brown, Trustee of P. S., No. 5?5.' , 'That's 'it,' said I, 
suddenly br ightening up, for if my name was there, I thought I 
had only to walk up to the cashier's desk and draw my dividend. 
'Well! what good have you done down there?' said the saint,. 
nodd ing in the direction of the world. This da\nped my ardor. -
I remembered that I had received, on one occasion, three votes 
Jor deacon of our church j that I was a director in a horse rail-
road j that I put my name on to all subscriptio~ papers presented, 
but none of those seemed to suit the atmosphere of the country in 
which I was, and so I ventured to say that I had got a school-
house built in my yard. The good saint, who had been gazing 
intently on a group of children playing on a s,unny bank, sudden-" 
ly.turned to me and said, 'What kind of a one?' I wished tHat 
I had with me some of the plans we have in our board. They 
\ . , look so fine upon paper, and so confoundedl'y hke a ropewalk, or 
tenement-house. when put into brick and mortar. I described 
P. S. No. 50S to the best of my ability. 'Nothing like it in these 
parts,' said he; 'how maI'iy do you·put ina school?' 'That de-
pends,' said 1. 'Depends on what?' said he, in a tone of voice 
that made my knees tremble. 'Upon how many want to come, ' 
I replied. 'What do you do when the rooms are full?' he then' 
asked. 'Make additional ones out of the play-room,' I answered. ' : 
'Where do the children then play?' ht inquired, in a tone' :r 
didn't like; but I 'plucked up courage and answered, 'They 
don't come to school to play-they tome, to school to learn." 
I said this all the bolder because it wasn't original with me. .-
" 'W,llen these are full, what do you do then?' he asked, in a 
tone that indicated that he thought me cornered. ,'Put the~ in 
wardrobes al}d under the stairs,' said I, quite ',readily. 'What . 
then?' said he, with a sternness that made me wish 'I h.adn't· 
been quite so fluent with my answers,; but I Femembered th,at 1 
had never advocated putting children in the coalhole or astr.id-e 
of the ridgepole, ,so I answered, 'Puttnem inichurcl'i baser,nents:; 
and I emphasized the wora church, !roping to turn his thoughts 
from school-houses, that are used five days i,n the week, to .' 
churches, lhat are used but one day in the week. But I didn't-
succeed. 'What then?' said he, impatiently. 'We prolllote and 
fill up again.' Tbe good saint made a gesture of despai,r, 'Wh~t 
kind of teachers do y,ou give t-hese pttle ones, crowded into dark 
basements, huddle.d into wardrobes, stifled under .stairway's? 
Good · ones, I hope; those with judgmeQ.t a,.nd experience, and 
(ull of love fer them.' 1, was ,sony 'that he touched on this 'sqb~ , . 
" 
, -
i 
" 
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- ject, for I thought he would pardon my sins on the school-houses, 
for I was but one out of many_ But in the matter of teachers I 
feared that I had not so much to plead in excuse, so I answered: 
'Your rever~nce, when I go to Boston and am asked this ques-
.tion, I say yes, but as your city doesn't lie in that latit;lde I may 
as well confess that I do no such thing. . I put in young girls 
sixteeen years of age, who can't define judgment, much less pos-
sess it, with no experience; pupils themselves yesterday, to-day 
with the destinies of eighty or a hundred little children in their 
hands ; lieads so filled with balls, parties, and novels, that there 
is little room for love of children-these are they to whom I 
commit the children in dark basements, crowded wardrobes, and 
stifi~d closets !' and Doctor, I dared not look the good saint in 
the face, but stood with bowed head before him. Presently he 
. said , 'Look!' I looked, and beheld a great multitude of children 
whom no man could number, sporting on the plains of the Golden 
City. 'There are they wnom scarlet fever, diphtheria, 'pneumonia 
have taken from your ill-ventilated, fever-breeding school-rooms, 
!lnder the charge of children themselves. Think how many 
desolated homes, blighted hopes, these children represent. These 
are the c~ildren you have helped to---.' There was a crash, 
t\.le golden gate vanished" and in letters of fire I read these words : 
'Inas~uck as ye did it unto tke least of tkese ye did it unto me.' I 
awoke; Mrs. Brown was c:>pening the shutters, and the rays of 
the mortling sun fell on my face. Doctor, I have seen those chil-
(hen all day long, and did not dare to go to the school this 
morning;" and Brown fixed his gaze intently on the fire. 
There was silence for some moments, broken at last by the 
, Doctor, who said,· "You may have seen the children released 
from their bodily sufferings; I to-day have seen them writhing 
under their pains. Ill-ventilated and overcrowded school-rooms 
_ are the remote causes of a large amount of this suffering. Both 
public and private schools are equally guilty. We wonder at the 
- ,stupidity of our fathers, who provided seats without backs for 
their children, ~but gave them plenty .of fresh air and room. 
' Posterity will condemn us, who provide comfortable seats, and 
deprive our children of air and of room. .Your plan of putting 
six and eight children on a bench, so closely ~eated that they can 
'hardly move, is horrible. Itch, lice, and sore eyes travel along 
-the whole line." "No such childr~n are allowed in my school." 
sa}d Brown. "Nothing but a minute daily' examination can de-
termine that," continued the Doctor. "And have your young 
,- and inexperienced teachers, who, with a fatal blindness, are 
, pl'aced over them, the time, tact, lind judgment to make this ex-
. amination ?" Brown did ' not reply, and' the Doctor went on. 
"As a citizen of this commonwealth, each child has a right to 
- his individuality; to a separate and distinct seat; to at leas~ six 
square feel of space, over which he is rllaster, and for which he 
·is responsible. Citizens of republics can be made in no other 
way. All this abominable arrangement of settees, galleries, and 
extra seats must be relegated to the dark ages." "Doctor, you 
are crazy. On this plan P. S. No. 505, with its two thousand 
pupils would become a one-horse affa.ir of about five hundred," 
said Brown; Hand (rom being chairman of the first school in th~ 
bity I shouI'd come down to the level of Jones, who is chairman 
- of a little primary in the suburbs. I never would conse,nt tot hat. 
A: Frenchman, in my 'presence, boasted of his famous schools, 
with a beggarly two or three hundred. When 'r told him that 
, ,_; mine had over two thousand, .. you should have seen him open his 
eyes. Think of the cost. Four schools do the work of P. S. No. 
505 I" "Not all the work, Brown," replied the Doctor; "they 
could~'t fill the cemetery so fast. There is money for jails, 
.almshouses, and prisons when overcrowded-why not for 
sCQools?" "We don't get half of the money now for which we 
ask," objected Brown. " Because," replied the Doctor, "you do 
not ask in faith. Back up your demands with facts and figures so_ 
potent that the powers that 'be dare not refuse. If they do, ap-
peal to the public. No American community ever refused ade-
quate support to an energetic sch~ol hoard." "Meanwhile, what 
shall we do when children apRly?" asked Brown. "If the class 
is full, refuse them," answered the Doctor.; refuse them in justice 
to those already there, in justice to themselves_" 
"l3ut is not a half loaf better than no bread ?" queried Brown. 
"Not if the half offered contain the seeds of ill-health and pre· 
mature decay, replied the Doctor. Brown said nothing, and the 
Doctor continued: "Medical men have written volumes upon 
the evils of overcrowding the schools. Again and again have 
they demonstrated the least space a child should have; the last-
ing evils of foul air ; the eye destroying power of ill-lighted r~oms 
-and yet this crowding continues, the saII.1e ill -arranged barracks 
are continued, repeated. The Sanitarian has laid siege against 
these murderous barracks, and the newspapers occasionally fire a 
shot; but the blind , who will not see, persist in comparing them-
selves with themselves when they were children, and so keep up 
a stout resistance. Continuous bombardments, and by the whole 
power of the press, will alone do effectual work-and, Brown, it 
is coming. We cannot hold our own with the schools of other 
nations, unless there be great improvement, both in th~ir physicai 
and mental conditions. The editors did not go through the great 
Exposition with their eyes shut. With our wonderful physical 
and mechanical prosperity our schools have not kept pace. In 
the next ten years the press will hold every school trustee to a 
strict account of his stewardship. Brown, take a step in advance 
to better the physical condition of P. S. No. ,05. Reduce your 
gramn,ar classes to forty pupils, your primary classes to fifty ; give 
each pupil a separate desk, put over him a man or a woman for 
. a teacher, not a girl, who still ought to be in the academic class 
or normal school j and·then, when you approach, in reality, the 
gate of th~ Golden City, no pupil of P_ S_ No. 505 will be there 
to accuse you of crowding him 'out of life." "Toby, there's my 
hand ; I'll do it!" and the good Doctor went home with the happy ' 
consciousness that that resolve meant life and health to many a 
(;hild, for Brown was a man of his word. 
Gentlemen of the educational boards in the cities of our fair 
land, will you not follow Brown's example ?-The 7eacker. 
OFFICIAL DEPARTMENT. 
ILLINOIS-TO WNSHjp TREASURERS. 
I d~sir.: to call especial attentio;} to the amendment to section 32, regarding 
the appJintment of town ;hip trea,urers • . Heretllfore treasurers have been 
appointed at any tim!, SOU! at the semi-annual meeting in April, others at 
that in October, and more perhaps at special meetings held by the trustees, in 
consequence of the receipt of a le ~te r from the county superintendent, to the 
effect that the time for which their treasur.:r gave a bond has expired, and 
that a new one should be executel and filed without delay. T he law has for 
years, since [865 at lelS!, r.!quire 1 that tr~a<;urers should be appointed at the 
time of the organization of the board of trustees, but as the time of organiza-
tion w.a~not fixed in the law, there has been no uniformity (there could not 
well be) as to the time of their appointment ; ;'.nd this fact, doubtless, has l ed 
to the belief, and th~ offi :ial decision, t) >, that the year (it was two years be-
tween [865 and [872) for which treasurers were app.>inted should date from 
the time of their appointment. 
LlSt April, soon after the annual election of trustee>, one board organized, 
as the law directed, by appointi~ a pr~sident and treasurer, iiDorini the fae 
.' 'r 
, J 
. ; 
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that at the semj-annual meeting, the first Monday in April, the trustees hads 
reappointed the treasurer who had held the office for years, and wbo at once 
executed and filed a new bond. The question as .to which of the two ap-
pointees should hold the office was referred to me for an answer. After 
carefully examining the law, I came to the following conclusions, and an-
swered accordingly, notwithstanding;the existing custom and decision: I, that 
treasurers are to be appointed when .he trustees organize; 2, that ,the trustees 
should organize at their first meeting after the annual election of trustees in 
April; 3, th~t treasurer. are to hold their office one year (i. e., from the or- , 
gallization of the board one year till the organization of the board after the 
next annual election of trustees, when the reappointment of the old, or the 
appointment of new, treasurers should be made; 4, that a treasurer appoint-
ed at any other time would be appointed to fill a vacancy, a'nd entitled to the 
office for the unexpired term only, till the next annual organization of the 
board; 5, that the tru, tees in appointing a treasurer at the time of their or-
ganization afte:' the animal election of trustee, are only exercising their right 
and perform in~ tbeir duty in accordance .with the requirements of the law. 
I may add th:!.t after lhe ;e conclusion> were reached they were submitted to 
the Attorney General for his Qpinion. After examining the law upon the sub-
ject. he said he did not see how it was possible to reach any other conclusion. 
If this vie'w is correct, as I have no doubt it is, it follows that the term of 
all treasurer. appointed since the annual election of h ustees last April will 
expire at the tim! of the org1ni'zation of boards of trll;;tees to be made under 
the law within ten days after the election of trustees next April; and that .not 
until tben c m apP')intments be made for terms of two years. But there are 
those who claim that a:1 appJintments made since the first of July. when the 
law now in force went into effect, are for the full term of two years, and that 
especially is this so if such app:>intment, in addition to being made since the 
fir.t of JlIly, W!l'! 11l1d! at the tim! of the organization of the board. Let 
us examine this claim for a moment. I think the claim is not well founded 
for the r<!as')n that such orgd.niution is neither co.nte·mplated nor authorized' 
by the law. The law reads: 
"Within ten day. after the annual election of trultees, the board shall or-
ganize by appointing," etc. 
This langu'lge can have no ref~rence to the organization of boards within 
ten days' after elections held months before the law was adopted. 
It would be just as reasonable to hold that a President appointed at the or-
ganizJ.tion 01 a b.Jad la~t 0 ;tober wOllld h"ld his office one year from that 
date, as it would be to hold th:!.t a trea,urer appointed at the same time would 
hold his office for two years from the same d.lte . No, the full terms of office 
of both pr<!sident and treasurer ~ill date from the time of the organization to 
be made within ten days after the next annual election of trustees. 
Any and all appointments made prior to that date will terminate then, when 
a president, who' will hold office for one year, and a treasurer, who will hold 
office for two year. , mu,t be appoint ed. 
But p05sibly some one who doubt;; the soundne5s of this opinion . has notic-
ed that immediately after the word "treasurer" in that part of the law provid-
ing for the appointment of this officer is the clause, "if there be a vacancy in 
this office," and he may ask: "What is the significance of this' ·cla.use, if a 
treasurer may not be appointed n:>.v, or at any time, for a full term of two 
years ?" I answer, tbat the trustees, though required ,to organize annually, 
are required to appoint a treasurer only once in two years. And it is because 
a treasurer i~ not to be appointed annually, at each organization of the board, ' 
that the5e words were added. 
Your attention is also called to the law passed at the last session of the 
Legislature, which requires ,that the signatures on all official bonds shall 
be acknowledged he fore EQme officer authorized to take acknowledgments of 
instruments under seal. This applies to the bonds of township treasurer. 
JAMES P. SLADE, Supt. Public Instruction. 
-A spicy writer in the A/dim, exhibiting some of the differences between 
the vernacular oC the Am'!ricans and Eng1i, h, states that the waist of a dress 
is by the ' lait~r denominlted a "body." "We were much startled," she say s, 
"on receiving our first washing-bills, to filld that we were, charged with 'low 
bodies' and 'loose bodi!s.' Not supposing there were any such 'questionable 
shapes' in our party, we found they were only high and low-necked under-
waists." Again she relates that a young A~erican lady, on a visit to a coun.-
try-house was put into a room previously occupied by one of the family, but 
whi«h had the uncanny reputation of being haunted. The young lady had 
'Subdued her nervousness sufficiently to fall into ·a light slumber, when there 
came a gentle tap at the door, and a sepulchral voice whispered through the 
keyhole, ''-1 want t? come in. and get my body." . 
, 
To Teachers And School Boards. 
REBIND YOUR LARGE DICTIONARY. 
By having your Unabridged Dictionary rebound at O)lCt you will preserve • 
its usefulness to your pupils, and save to your district treasury the amou~t of 
money which may be expended for the purchase 01 a new one. Three-fourths 
of the una bridged dictionaries used in the public school to-day are ' in a pre-, 
c~rious condition. The bindings have become torn and broken by aCCident 
. or carelessness. The leaves are loose and will s~on become ·disarranged and 
scattered. . 
"Procrastination is the thief of time." "A stitch in time saves nine." It 
is certainly the place of the teacber to call the attention of the school-board to 
this matter. It is but little trouble to wrap the dictionary in strong paper and 
express to us,' when it will be promptly rebound, edges recut and stained, and' 
returued to the partirs sending it. 
The prices charged for rebinding will be from $3 to $4, according to the 
condition of the volume. The book will be bound by us much stronger than 
the original. The book wili be returned C. O. D., or money may be sent with 
the order. We will pay express charges one way and the cost of money or-
ders. 
Encyclopredias, Gazetteers, library books of all kinds, magazines, etc., etc" 
will be rebound or bound at the very lowest rates and in good shap?. Mag-
azines and other valuable papers would be referred to much oftener if bound 
in convenient form. 
OTHER THINGS NEEDFUL. 
Teachers are injuring health by inhaling chalk dust. 
We furuish dustless crayon. 
We furni, h the dust absorbing eraser. 
We furnish the best blackboard material. 
We furnish a good song-book. 
We furnish school officers' blanks and records. 
We furnish teachers' books, records, and cards. 
We f~rnish everything in the school line cheap. 
Write to us for terms. 
8. R. WINCHELL '& CO., Chicaco. 
J-LLINOIS STATE CEKTIFICATES. 
Below is a list of those receiving state certificates as gradu~tes of State 
Normal Schools, nnder th,. rule formerl'y in force, but long sinct!' discontin.ued -
-arranged in chronological order, according to date of certificate, with name 
of the institution where each was graduated. ' 
Names. 
George H. Brewer, 
Henry Freeman J 
Lucius Kingsbury, 
Emily L Briggs, 
Fidelia L. Simpson, 
Amelia A. Simpson, 
Frances A. Dewey J 
Oscar F. McKim, 
Almenia C. Jones, 
Mary A. ~'uner, 
E. A. Gastman, 
Esther M. Sprague, 
Thomas J. Burrill, 
Harriet M. Case, 
Martha Foster, 
Sarah E. Raymond, 
Ebenezer D. Harri&, 
Levi A .. Willard{ 
William B. Hul , 
Emma T Bangs, 
Lucinda J . Stanard, 
George Colvin, 
Richard Porter, 
John Ellis. Jr., 
Madison Babcock, 
John W. Cook, 
Olinda M. Johnson, 
lames s. Stevenson, 
Emily H. Cotton, 
Helen F . M. Grinnell, 
Olive A. Rider; 
Aaron Gove. 
Date of Certificate. 
Ja~~ary I~: 1866. 
April 10, 1866. 
Apr.l 11, 1866. 
MaY2I,1866. 
Ju,~e 29:,1866. 
july 3. 1866. uly 21, 1866. uly 24, 1866. 
ldarch 16, ,861, 
April 16. '1161. 
May 3'. ,861· 
June 11. 1861. 
August 10, lJ!61. 
September ,6. 1861, 
October 2 I, 1861. 
December 16, 1861. 
December 23. 1861. 
January .. 1868. 
u .1 
March '3. 1868. 
May 14. 1868. 
, 
Where Graduated. 
IIlinois ,State Nor",al University. 
., H h " 
Illinois Slate Normal University. 
H H U " 
" 
Michigan State NOl1Dal l!Jniversity.~ .... 
New York'State Normal_University. 
lUinoia State Normal Voiverslty. 
" • •• If II. 
'I 
" 
New York State Normal Unlverilty. 
Ilhnois State Normal University. 
H " It t, . 
" ,,' 
Fortnightly R eView. 
Ireland. By Dr. Neilson Hancock. ' 
Freedom of Land. By H. -li>. 'Fraill. 
g6 
ORIElfTAL~BARGAINS: 
Every traveller in Palestine, learns from 
experience that, he h~s to, pay an a~l1ple 
price for everythmg he.recelves and enJoys. 
There seems to be no fixed price, . but the 
vendor or empioye gets all he finds it pos: 
sible to procure. But one of his methods, 
peculiar enough, is to begin his bargain by 
making no charge. We remember that 
the dragoman to whom we applied at Nab-
Ius 'to conduct us to Damascus refused at 
first to make ~ny charge whatever for his 
services, but declared he would be amply 
rewarded:for~his eight days' ~oing .and re-
turning by the ~ere .compamonshlp ~f a 
Frank. On urgmg h1ln to name ~ prIce, 
he put so high an estimate upon his valu· 
able aid that we were C'ompelled to forego 
the pleasure of his company. 'We Jo~nd 
out that it was all a ruse. He was hopmg 
to be offered our price, thinking it might 
be a: large one, and was determined t~lat ~t 
it did not suit him, he would . then raise It 
as high as he might see fit. Everyone who 
has travelled at all leisurely through the 
country has met with similar instances of 
shrewd bargaining. Dr. Thomson says he 
has been pI:esented with hundreds of 
houses and fields and horses, and by-stand-
en were called in to wit ness the deed, and ' 
a score of protestations and oaths were ta-
ken to seal the truth of the donation; all 
of which meant just nothing, or rather just 
as great a price as he could possibly be in-
duced to pay. A knowledge of this adroit 
method of dealing, still current in Pales-
tine, greatl y facilttates our understanding of 
Abraham's pnrchase of a burial-place for 
his wife. Hebron is much the same to-day 
as in his time. If one were to arrange for 
the purchase 0f a tomb. for a member of 
his family,. he would likely be told that he 
couid have one for nothing. There' is 
·great exclusiveness in the matter of tombs, 
and a high price is expected. The Hittites 
said to Abraham, on his application for the 
pu.rchase of one: "Hear l!s, my lord: thou 
art a mighty prince among us: in the choice 
of our sepulchres bury thy dead; none of 
us shall withhold from thee his sepulchre, 
but' that thou mayest bury thy dead." 
Beautiful compliment! but only co'mpli-
ment. Abraham, however, was too shrewd 
a man not to see through the ti'ick; so he 
repelled the liberal offer, but insisted 'on 
paying for the burial-place. Ephron, with 
all due politeness, said: "Nay, my lord, 
hear me: the field givel thee, and the cave 
that is therein, I give it thee;- in the pres-
ence of the sons of my people give 1 it thee: 
bury thy dJ'!ad." ~ut Abraham understood 
the proposition for bakslzeeslt too well to 
a~cept, and insisted on an outright pur-
chase.' So Ephron named four hundred 
Rhekels of silver. But" four hundred shek-
els; what is that betwixt me and thee?" 
A mere trifle by name, but a very large 
price in fact. This, ho:wever: was serious 
business for . Abraham, and he made no 
objection: So he proceeded to weigh out 
the money, just as men do now in Pales· 
tine, with a little pair of scales, to see that 
none of the coiils are clipped. But :Orien-
tal custom requires that a~l tne specifications 
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be named in eyery contract. When you 
bllya house, not 01l1y the building, but ev-
ery room in it, must be named, above and 
below, down to the kitchen, pantry, sta-
ble; and hen-coop, So when Abraham 
bought a field, he also bought the cave that 
was therein, and all the trees in the fieJd, 
and all that were in all the borders round 
about . Then this sale was .effected in pub-
lic, just as all similar transactions in these 
days are brought ab6u~. When any sale is 
now effected in a town or village, the 
whole population .t'.lrn ont to witness it, in 
the space about the city gate. All the pee-,-
pIe take part in discussing the matter with 
as much interest as if they were personally 
concerned. In this W;l.y the transaction 
acquires legal force; it has many living 
witnesses .. -Dr. J. F. HURST, in Harper's 
Magazine. 
A good story is told of the Rev. Hoad-
ly Proctor, who once preached in Rutland, 
Vt. One bitter cold day, when the church 
was but halfwarmed, Brother Proctor had 
for his text a very warm verse. Just before 
the benediction, he lean'ed forward and 
said to one of the deacons in front of the 
pulpit, in tones loud enough to b<:; hear? 
by all: "Brother Griggs, do see that thiS 
house is better warmed this afternoon; it's ' 
of no kind of use for me to warn sinners of 
the danger of hell when the very idea of 
hell is a comfort to them." 
A bright little three-year· old, while her 
mother was trying to get her to .sleep, ~e­
came interested in some outSIde nOIse. 
She was told that it was caused by a cricket, 
when she sagely observed, "Mamma, I 
think he ought to be oiled.' , 
The very afflictions of our earthly pil-. 
gri~age are presages ot our future glory, as ' 
shadows indicate the sun.-J. P. F. 
Richter 
Youth will never live to age unless they 
keep themselves in breath with exercise, 
and in heart with joyfulness.-Sir Philip 
Sidney, 
A little philosophy inc1ineth ~ man's 
mind to atheism, but depth 10 ph~l~sophy 
bringeth men'sminds about to relIgIOn.-
Bacon. 
They that will not be counselled cannot 
be helped. If 'you do not hear reason, 
she will rap your knuckles.-Franklin. 
Al)drews' Bazar for February 
appears in a new dress and is a brilliant number. 
Sul.jects relating to dress are given extended and 
practical notice. The literary features of the Feb-
ruary number are particula1'1y good. The little 
folks will be enchanted with "The Rose's Tea 
Parly" and its cbarming illustrations. ANDREWS' 
BAZ~R has something for mothers of moderate 
means, for housekeeper~, for merchants and for 
the leaders of fashion. Its Children's Department, 
is conducted with rare skill and rivals in attraction 
many of the so-called children's magazines of the 
day. In short, from the first page to the last it pre-
sents a superb' appearance. Subscril?tion price 
$1.00 per annum. 
W. R. ANDREWS, Publisher. 
Tribune Building, New York: 
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Full Inside Page .......... 3000 Three Inches. _____ ....... 5.00 
One·half Inside Page __ 18.00 Inch C.~rds ............. _ 1.75 
Full Column (10 in.) .. . '4 .00 I Per Line ..... ............... .15 
Special Notices, 40 cents per hne by count. 
DISCOUNTS : 
4 ., 20 II If 40 Ie 50" ., 
2 insertions 10 per cent. I 20 insertions .0 per cent. 
10 ee 30 " ,. 
Advertisements rU1Zninr one montlt .or 1IID,,:e are pub· 
lis/ted in. all tlte seve!, montldy edlllo1J.s wltllout ~.rtra 
charg~. . 
Copy should be received by Saturday noon, prevIous to 
date of issue. 
Each advertising page of THE E OUCATJ?NAL \VBBK-LY 
contains three columns, each column ten Inches, and one 
in~ot:dc~~~l}!~~~nt will be inserted for less than one dollar. 
Orders from s trangers must be paid monthly in adavnce. 
Address all communications to 
S. R . WINCHELL & CO. , Publishers, 
. Ashland Block, Chica&o, III 
= 
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES. 
CH ANDLER SCiENTiFIC DEPT. 01 Dartmouth College, Liberal Education on a scientific basis, Address Prof. E. R_ RUGGLBS, Hanover. N . H. ope 
F ROEBEL KINDERGARTEN AND SCHOOL, Mrs A. B. SCOTT. corner Prairie· Avenue and Twenty-
second Streett Chicago. 
I LLINOIS INDUSTRIAL UNIVERSI7Y, Cham-paign, Ill., J . M. Gregory, LL. D., Regent. CoUege 
of Agriculture, College of Engineers, College of Nat-
ulal SCiences, College of Literature and Arts. Fall term 
begins Sept. II, 1877. rtf] 
-
5 T MAR}' S SCHOOL, K1IO.rfJille, Illinois. A Board-ing SChOOl lor Girls; First-class throughout; a safe Refe,;"~~s~!an..!d::'~;, w~~r~;sb~t ~~v:.~~~":is~;;::~~ 
West. rtf] c. w, LBPPINGWBL.... • ., ec---, 
S YRA CUSE UNIVERSITY, at Syracuse, N . Y< The University has now the:. following departmeDts IU,O'p-. I eration' CoJ/~ce or L.Deral Arls-E. O. Haven D. 
D. LL. D . Chancellor. Medical Collec~F. Hyde, M.D., 
D';an Coilegetif Fi"e Arts-G. F. Comfort, A.M., Dean, 
For A,,, .. ,als and other information, apply to E. 0, HA-
VBN, Chancellor. . 
H IGH SCHOOL DEPARTMEN1 of State Normal University. Special attention is paid to fitting young 
men for College. For years its graduates have enter-
ed Harvard, and other fir..t-class colleges, ~i.thout conditions. 
The ·English course presents rare oppo.rturuu~. to young men 
preparing for business, or young ladles destnng a thorQugh 
course of study. For further information address E. J. James, 
Ph, D . , Normal. III. 
I LLINOI.!. S7ATE NORMAL UNIVERSITY, fo, the special preparauon of teachers, The full course ot 
study reqUIres three years. Tuition rru to those who 
pledge themselves to teach lD the state; to others, '30 per 
year. Hi(h School D~partment offers the best advantages 
for prepanng for college or for business, Tuition, '30 per 
year. Grammar ScI,ool D~part"'t,.t furnIShes exceUent 
facilities for obtaining a good, pract,cal education. Tuition, 
$2s per year. Primary D~part"'t"t, a charming place for 
he "little folks." Term begins Sept, 1,1819. For particu-
an address EdWlD C. Hewett, President, Normal, Ill. If 
OHIO CEN1RAL NORM AL, atui Ki..aergarlell Trai"ilfg' School. Reorganized with full faculty Three full courses. one, two, and three years respect-
Ively together with Stat~ Board or IIIstr..eilo", composed 
of Sl~ leading Superintendents and Professors in the state-
six courses of lectures, Onc week each, commenclDg July 1, 
and closing willi graduating exercises, Aug. IS, 1879. 
Ki",urg-artne atui Trai"ilfg' Clas., open at 156 Huron 
St., Cleveland, 0" from October to April; and at \y orth-
ington from April to October: with privilege (to ladies) 01 
entering at any time, and completing the course at eilher 
place. Address JOHN OGDEN, Prin., 
Mrs. A. B. OGnBN, Kindergartner Worthington O. 
Prospect St., Cleveland, O. 
ThosI! "uswerlng an Advertlaement wID confer 
a favor upon the Advertiser and the pubUshers 
by stating tb.at they BBW tile advertlllement lD,'the 
Educational Week.)y. 
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WEBSTER'S UNABRIDGED. 
-
'"' -
Warmly 
i hdorsed by 
Geo. Bancroft, 
John L. Motley, . 
Fitz-G. Halleck, 
N. p. Willis, 
Elihu Burritt, 
Rufus Choate, 
B. H. Smart, 
Wm. H. Prescott, 
Georgl P. Marsh, 
John G. Whittier, 
J. G. Holland, 
John G. Saxe, 
Daniel Webster, 
Henry Clay, 
H. Coleridge, 
Horace Mann, 
Ezra Abbott, 
W. D. Howells, 
Wm. T. Harris, 
by more than 
FIFTY 
College 
Presidents, 
and 
by the best 
American 
I and 
, European 
Scholars. 
W'armly 
recommended by 
Sta,te SUDcrintcnd'ts 
of Public Schools 
--OF--
MAINE, 
NEW HAMPSHIRE, 
VERMONT, 
MASSA CH USETTS, 
RHODE ISLAND, 
CONNECTICUT, 
. NEW YORK. 
PENNSYLVANIA, 
NEW JERSEY, 
DELAWARE, 
OHIO, 
VIRGINIA, 
INDIANA, 
ILLINOIS, 
WISCONSIN, 
MINNESOTA, 
KANSAS, 
NEBRASKA, 
ARKANSAS, 
TEXAS, 
MISSISSIPPI, 
KENTUCKY, 
CALIFORNIA, 
COLORADO, 
FLORIDA. 
OREGON, 
AND TEN OTHER 
STATES, 
besides , 
CANADA. 
-
• 
'NEW EDITION .F~~~~~~~?!r~!7:~. 
Now added, a SUPPLEMENT of over 4600 NEW WORDS and MEANINGS, 
tncludiog Auch as hue COf'JC into use during tbe pa.t. tlttetD yeus- Ulany ot which h. \·~ n n r b('tar., fouod :\ 
place io IIony English DieLiooary. 
Also added, 0. New Bio~aphical Dictionary ofcver 9700 Name. 
or Noted Peraous, aDclent and modern, In:~~~~:~o~~nld ~~el~;~~~h.gl\"log Name, PT?DUDclatlon, Nallouallt,. . 
Publish e d by G. & C. MERRI:A.M, Springfield, MaKs. 
41.10, Webster's National Pictori~ ·Dictionary. lMO P ng,," 0,'1'\\'0. r~" Engrnving" 
. )£)f8,!anZ);z//.~A' ~~~ 
, ST. JOSEPH, MO. 
Full particulars sent to any addrc!S upon receipt of stamp; 
but no attention to postals (\f specimen hunters . 
THOS. J. BRYANT, Prest • . 
Boston University 
Offers in Collegiate and Post-graduate ~ludies, in Theology, 
Law, and Medicine, the choicest of Eastern Advan-
ta~e8. Address Tht R.gistrar. 
I OWA COLLEGE, Gri;',..ll, IO<pa. For catalogUe, etc., address the President,GBo.F.MAGOtIN, D.D. [chy 
- COMMON· SENSE • 
ROOKERS AND OHAIRS. 
With or wilhout Rtadi"lJ Table. 
ee The FAVOR1TB Seat in the Best Homes of America." 
A good easy chair is considered by 
many to be on~ of the desirable Ihings 
of earth. 
Where one Is rid of fatigue and wear-
iness and can bear with tedious visitors 
and common place remarks, and when 
left 10 his own reflections he finds him-
self amid a society of phantoms and VIS-
ions suited to his mind. 
My chairs are aU made upon hOllor, 
stamped and warranl!:d. If your fur-
niture dealer tells you he has just as 
~ond a as F. A. SINCLAIR'S, DON'T BELIEVE 
HIM. Send stamp for lJIustraled Circulars and Price List to 
F. A.SINQLA:{R, Mottville,N. Y. 
LATEST Elocntionlst's ,Annual (No: 7). 200 pages. Late .. ReadiRgs Dialogues, etc. Published by National 8cho"lof Elocutfon 
and Uratory .. Sent postpaid: paper, SSc; cloth; 7Sc. ).W. 
SHOEMAKER 8< Co., Nos. r416and 1418 ChestnutSt., Phil-
adelphia, Pa , dealers in Elocutionary PublicatioDa. _ 
Thompson,Brown & CO. 
HAVE JUST PUBLISHED 
Bradbury's Eaton's Practical ATithmetic, 
combining oral and written work, with new and fr'sh ex· 
am pies, adapted to present prices and conditions. All. 
arithmetical subjects not needed in practicnllife are omlt~ 
ted from the main book and placed In the appendix. 
The Metric (deciinal) Weights and Measures are placed ' 
next to U. S. (decimal) Money, and are illustrated from draw-
ings made of the exact Aize from the government s tandards. 
• !'ent for examination on receipt of 40 cents. 
Metric pages on receipt of 3 cent postage stamp. 
Stone's History of England. 
By ·G. P. S.one, LL. D., Supt. of St;hools,' Springfield, 
)fass. With numerous maps and illus trations . Sent for 
examination on receipt of 40 cents. 
Tilden'S Musical Guide. 
By W. S. Tilden, la te musical director of the Schools of , 
Newton, Mass. The use of this book in ungraded and 
graded schools, will render a se"iu of musicpreaders un ... 
Decesc-alY· . 
Sent for examination for 30 cents. 
Attention is also called to 
Bradbury's Elementary Algebra and 
Bradbury's Geometry and Trigonometry. 
Adbpletl a"tI usetl i,. citi .. if New JJ;nrlanti ag'greg'ating' 
mort Iha,. 5·6 0/ th. city lo/> .. lali01ll a"tI very ex-
tl'lSively i" tke smalllr towns. . 
These books are of moderate size, liut contain enough to 
prepare for any college and give a thorough knowledge of 
the subjects. . 
Especial attention is caned to the exercises for original 
demonstration and practical questions as invaluabie to a prac~ 
tical knowledi!e of Geometry. 
The University Geometry, 
IS on the same plan as the above, but contains all of plane 
and solid qeomelry. 
Meservey's Book-Keeping, 
containing both Single and Double Entry. It is baHd o'n 
thcilatest blisiness methods, and is practical thrpughcut. 
1t has been extensively introduced into a ·large number of 
High Schools and Academies throughout lhe country. 
tlent for examination on receipt of 50 cents. 
Catalogue and circula rs descriptive of above and olh .. ed-
ucational works sent on applicat~on. Address 
THOMASH. BUSH, . ' 
70 Metropolitan Block, Chica&o. 
THE LATEST THOUCHTS 
OF THE 
B'EST THINKERS. 
No better acquaintance "Ith tlte progress ~f,. 
ReUglon, Education, Science an,l Invention, 
can be obtained, Utan through the medium of I 
CtjRRENT ' 
PERIODICAL LITER~TURE • 
We beg to announce that we have prepared 
A Comprehensive Catalogue, 
co~taining a complete list of Amertcan and Foreign Serial 
PubUcations. -
It gives the nat,.re,/rtij.uncy 0/ iSlue, and/rice o(over 
SaVBN HUNDRED Magazines and Periodical t embracing 
each of the above named, and other deparlments, classified 
for convenient' reference. • 
Mailed to any address, on receipt of ten cents in postage. 
stamp\s. 
American Publication Co., 
357WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON, MAfilS. 
Publishers' Agents for every cUtSS of Magazine, PeriO<lit'al 
and Newspaper. Disco.nt to Libraries, Readin& Rooms 
and Clubs . • 
EDWARD DE.ANGUERA'S 
OON8ERVATORY OF MUSI@, '" 
10S. State Street, 2&9 Park Ave, 
Pianos, VoCal Culture, Organ, Violin, Elocution, Violon- . 1 
cello, Guitar, Zither, Flute, and Piccolo, Corne .. G .. man, 
French~ Italian, and Spanish. Also Harmony, Counter-
ponh ~ 'ugue, Composition, Thorough Bass, Reading ' at 
igbt, and all other branches of MIL,ic . . 
H C. KOCH &- CO., .• 
• AR.CHITECTS AND SUPJUUNlIlKNDKN'I'S. 
School Arc1tltt;eture a SpecIalty;. 
Comer WISCODaID St., and Broad_y, 
Pfister's Block. MILW A UKIUt, '¥"~. 
_
SUCKEVE BELt. FOUN'DRY 
Bella of PUre COIl.!"'r IIIld Tin lor Church!!i ' 
School_, Fire .Uar.ml, FllIIffllI, .., •. ,FUL.ta 
. W Al\I\AN'l'ED, Oalal1!lllle MDt F~e •• 
VANDUZEN .. TIFT, ~Inpl.n.tl, $). 
I ~ • ...., ."'''' , ' 
'. 
" 
The ,Educational ' We~kly,. 
School 
Books 
Bought. 
JOHNR. ANDERS0N & COMPANY, 
56 EEEKlY-rAN ST., N. Y. 
Off ~r (or sale a large assortment of 
SOHOOL AND 'TEXT-BOOKS, 
Or. will exchange, or will purchase sample copies of books for which you have no further use. 
The following standard books, among others, are offered in exchange for acceptable School Books, 
of current editions, either new or second-hand: 
Macaulay's History of England, 5 vols., cloth. 
Scoffs Waverley Novels, 72 vo/s., cloth. 
Shakespeare's Dramatic Works, 6 vols., cloth. 
Dickens' Little Folks, 6 & 9 vols., cloth. 
Gibbons' Rome, 6 vols. 
Macau/ay's Essays and Poems, 3 vols., cloth. 
Dickens' Works, 74 vols. 
~ Hume's History of England, 6 vols., cloth. 
Taine's English Literature. 
Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress. 
Tennyson's Poems. 
We can Uie the following among other 9ooks: 
ALGEBRAS. 
Brooks, Davies, Eaton, Ficklin, Greenle~f, Hagar, 
Loomis, Olney, Ray, Robinsons, Thomson, Tod-
hunter, Venable. 
ARITHl\IETIC·S. , 
DaVIes, Stoddard, Venable, Fish,White, Greenleaf, 
. Hagar, Olney, Ray, Robin on. 
ANATOl\1Y AND PHYSIOLOGY. 
Brown, Cutter, Dalton, Hooker, Huxley & You· 
man, Martindale, Steele. 
ASTRONOl\IY. 
Davis, Lockyer, ~oomis. Ray, Robinson, Steele. 
BOOK·KEEPING, 
' . Brya:nt & Sfratton, Fulton & E1stman, Mayhew, 
Potter & Hammond, Smith & Martin. 
BOTANY. 
Gray, Hooker, Wood, Youman. 
C~El\IISTRY. , 
Barker,. Eliot & Stor~r, Steele, Youman. 
LATIN. 
Allen & Greenough, Bingham, Harkness, Gilder-
_ sleeve, Leighton. 
PHILOSOPHY, 
Cooley, Peterson, Quackenbos, Steele, Swift, Wells. 
l\IENTAL AND MORAL. , 
Calderwood, Haven, Champlain Peabody Fair-
, child. . " I 
READERS. 
Anderson Butler Cathcart, Edwards, ', Harper, Har~ey', Hilliard, Holm~s, Independent, McGuf-
fey, Monroe, New Amencan, New Graded, Par-
ker & Watson, Sander, Sheldon, Watson. 
GEOGRAPHY. 
Colton, Cornell, Ha.rper, Monteith, Mitchell & 
Warren. 
GEOl\IETRY. 
Brooks, Chauvenet. Davies, Legendre, Greenleaf, 
Loomis, Olney, Peck, Robmson. 
HISTORY. 
Anderson Barnes, Campbell, Goodrich, Harper, Higgin~on, Holmes, Lossing, Quackenbos, Rid· 
path, Swinton, Venable. 
GRAMl\lAR. 
Bingham, Brown, Butler, Clark, Few.smith, Greene, 
Hart, Harvey, Quac~enbos, , \Thitney, Reed & 
Kellogg, Smith & Swmton. 
COllIPOSITION AND RHETORIC. 
Bain, Hart, Quackenbos, Swinton. 
LITERATURE. 
Cleveland, Collier, Gilman, Hart, Hunt, Taine, U~­
. derwood. 
DICTIONARIES. 
Webster, Worcester. 
GEOLOGY. 
Dana, Nicholson, Steele, Tenney. 
' /fyou'l1aue anything to sell or exchange" send us a list, giv-
Ing date and condition, and we will make you an offer. 
- . . , 
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S. R. WINCHELL & CO., 
EDUCATIOliAL 
PUBLISHERS AND AGENTS. 
SPECIAL LIST. 
The Educational Week.ly, 
EIGHT DISTINCT EDITIONS.-Weekly Edition, 
per Year (Forly Numbers), $0.00 
IllinOiS edition, monthly. Michigan edition, monthly. 
Wisconsin edition, monthly. Iowa Edition, monthly. 
Minnesota edition, monthly. Indiana ed ition, monthly. 
One monthly edition (or general circulation. per year, ea. ·so 
W! f~I~!~~a~~1~2R!~!!iv~~~~t~!~~. S . 
History, Practical Arithme tic, Physiology and HygtcJ.lc, 
Physical Geography. English Grammar, and PenmanshIp. 
For use in Common Schools . NormalSchools, and T eachers' 
Institutes, by George S . Wedgwood, .SO 
Grube's ~Iethod. 
A Praclical Illustration of Grube's Method of Teaching 
Elementary Arithmtti c with a large number of hints ail.d 
suggestions. By Prof. L;;uis Soldan, Principal of St. LouIS 
Nurmal School. Paper, 20 cents , Flex. cl., _30 
Ilanual of Q.uestions on the· 
French Grammar. 
For TeacherS' and Students. Intended for Examinations I 
and {he Analysis of Selections in Readers; prepared to mee.t 
the Requirements for admission to the University of ~fIChl­
gan, and other C"lleges and Universities . By Prof. Alfred 
Hennequin , Univenity of Michtgan. Paper, .'25 
The Normal Question Book. 
Contaimng over 3000 questions with answers, arranged in 
a systematic manner. Prepared expressly for the use of 
teachers in makine: pr~paration for examinations. It is also 
adapted to the use of common schoo' s for da ily, weekly, and 
monthly reviews. The work contains an appendix giving 
modes of teachin¥ the different branehes, outlines of subjects, 
niles and regulatIOns to be observed during examinations, 
hints and suFtgestions on the preparntion of MSS., etc. Hy 
M~th;ds of Instruction. $t·50 
Or, That Part of the Philosophy of Education which 
treats of the Nature ofthe several Branches of Knowl edge 
and the Method of Teaching them. By J. P. Wickersham, 
A. M., State Superintetodent of Public I ns tructionofPennsyl-
vania . 1 2 mo. el., '[.75 School Economy. 
A Treatise on the Preparation, Organization, Em'!.IOy-
ments, Government, and AUlhorities of Schools. By • P . 
Wickersham. A. M., State Superintendenl of Public lnuruc-
fl n of Pennsylva nia. i2 mo. el ., 11.50 The Song Budget. 
A Collection of Songs and 1t[usic for Schools and Educa· 
tional galherings. Compiled by E. V. De Graff, A. M .• 
PhiiOso~PhY,rs~i'stchoolPDisciiJiine: 
This remaTkable address I. eyerywhe~ received by 
educators as the foundation of a truly ,cie~ti6c thcory:"'.or a 
subject hitherto treated empirically, r .r! 
The A.rt o·f Questioning.. _ 
A handbook for every teacher. By J. G. Fitch, .15 
Lancaster School Ilottoes. 
Thirty Mottoes.and the L?rd's P rayer. Twelve Cards 
prinled on both SIdes. ChOIce Extracts as Sub-Molloes. 
The best linted 6-ply Card Board. Colora, Salmon and 
Green. Black type, bold and attractive, ~I . 10 
Reward Cards for Schools. 
Over JOO kinds and designs comprising Motto, Reward 
Scripture Text, Sentiment, Bible ,verse, Good Device , and 
Hymnal Cards, Attracllve, .1Jeslrable. and Inexpensive a 
never ending source of delight to the little ones, unfailing ~nd 
invaluable help to all teachers, religious and secular. 
Monthly Report Cards. . 
Prinled on Stiff Card Board. Different sizes and styles. 
P er t OO, .65 
Emerson's Patent Binders. 
In appearance precisely like the cover of a regularly 
bound book. The flexible back adjusts itself to any thick-
ness ofpapns, and lWO narr.ow slrips oflhin ~leel, working 
hinge-like, hold lhem as. In a vice. PerlodlC:"ls may b. 
stttched III as they arc receIved, or a whole volume may be 
Tb~ aLibr~fy liBfnd~~lion. 
For Novels, Pamphlets, Magazines, etc., and especially 
adapted to circulating libraries. Two s1des without a back. 
Price list furnished on application. 
ChI~~1!~~PoYl~ s!~~!~!:nts, Teachers, and 
others who wish to produce seve.ral copies of the same 
writing. With it one can quickly and easily print f~c. 
similes of Maps, Drawings, Cards, Letters, Circulars, MUSIC, 
Programs, Examination Questions, or any matter writ~n 
witll a pen. Size 6 x 9 inches II . .so. 9 x 13, .... S 
S. B. WINCHELLd 00., O'I!-icago, 1U. 
, 
